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1. INTRODUCTION
A semigroup amalgam Tii∈I  S is an indexed family of semigroups Ti
containing a semigroup S such that Ti ∩ Tj = S for all distinct i j ∈ I. A
semigroup S is called a semigroup amalgamation base (simply, amalgamation
base) if any semigroup amalgam Tii∈I  S is embedded into a semigroup.
A semigroup S is called a complete amalgamation base if all the homomor-
phic images of S are amalgamation bases. By a method of amalgamated
free products, Howie [5] proved that all the inverse semigroups are amal-
gamation bases. Hall [4] introduced the representation extension property,
free representation extension property, and strong representation extension
property and obtained many important results concerned with semigroup
amalgams, including another proof of Howie’s result. Howie [6] described
the representation extension property in terms of tensor products of S-sets.
On the other hand, Bulman-Fleming and McDowell [1] showed that the
class of absolutely ﬂat semigroups contains inverse semigroups. Further,
Bulman-Fleming and McDowell [2] showed equivalence between the free
extension property and left absolute ﬂatness and that right absolute ﬂat-
ness implies the representation extension property. Consequently the struc-
ture of completely 0-simple semigroups and completely simple semigroups
which are amalgamation bases is determined. The author [10] proved that
the ﬁnite full (partial) transformation semigroups on ﬁnite sets are amal-
gamation bases. In the direction of Hall [4] and Howie [6], Renshaw [7]
gave necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for semigroups to be amalgama-
tion bases. The author [9] obtained a different version of Renshaw’s result
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in terms of S-sets. It seems to be an applicable form of a criterion to deter-
mine the structure of amalgamation bases. Actually, the author [9] gave a
necessary and sufﬁcient condition for commutative semigroups with only
ﬁnitely many -classes to be complete amalgamation bases. The purpose
of this paper is to prove that if a commutative semigroup with only ﬁnitely
many -classes is an amalgamation base, then it is a complete amalgama-
tion base.
Let S be a commutative semigroup with only ﬁnitely many -classes,
where  denotes the Green’s J-relation on S. One can deﬁne a quasi-order
≥ on S by s ≥ t if and only if Ss ⊇ St. We write s > t if Ss ⊃ St.
Let a b be elements of S. Then we say that the pair a and b is
-comparable if a ≥ b or b ≥ a. Otherwise, a b are -incomparable.
Also, -incomparable elements a b of S are called E-distinct if there
exists an idempotent e ∈ S such that (i) either aea b > eb or (ii)
a > ea beb. A subset A of S is called E-distinct if any pair of -
incomparable elements of A are E-distinct.
The Main Theorem. Let S be a commutative semigroup with only
ﬁnitely many -classes. Then S is an amalgamation base if and only if S is
E-distinct.
All of the homomorphic images of E-distinct commutative semigroups
are E-distinct. Consequently, the next result follows from Theorem 4.5
of [9]. This enables us to answer positively problem 1 of [9].
Corollary. Let S be a commutative semigroup with only ﬁnitely many
-classes. Then S is an amalgamation base if and only if S is a complete
amalgamation base.
In Section 2, the preliminary results are provided. In Section 3 the proof
of the “only if” part of the main theorem begins with induction on the
number of -classes. We take up a minimal counter-example, namely, a
commutative semigroup S with only ﬁnitely many -classes which is an
amalgamation base but non-E-distinct. We state two propositions asserting
the existence of a speciﬁc S-biset Ya b and another S-biset W containing
S as an S-bisubset, which leads to a contradiction. The existence of an
S-biset Ya b is shown in this section. In Section 4, we get the ﬁrst reduction
from S to a factor semigroup with some special congruences being the
identity relation. For the proof of the existence of such a W , our argument
is divided into three subsections. Subsection 4.1 is devoted to preparation
for constructing the S-biset W . In the last two Subsections 4.2 and 4.3,
the existence of the S-biset W is obtained according to each of two cases.
Especially, the method of the proof is to iterate ﬁnitely many reductions
of the “existence” problem for W from larger factor semigroups of S to
smaller factor semigroups.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Hereafter, let S denote a commutative semigroup with only ﬁnitely many
-classes. Let ES denote the set of all idempotents in S. We write simply E
instead of ES if there is no confusion. If S has an identity 1, we will use the
notation E∗ = E − 1. For any e ∈ E, let Ge be the maximal subgroup of
S containing e. Especially, we write G = G1. Let GE =
⋃
e∈E Ge. Then GE
is a subsemigroup which is a semilattice E of groups Ge. By Theorem 4.13
of [3], S is a semilattice of Archimedean semigroups Sα and each Sα is
an ideal extension of a group by a nil semigroup. Let s ∈ S. Since S has
only ﬁnitely many -classes, there exists a least positive integer n such that
snsn+1. Then we say that n is the index of s and write indexs = n.
Let M be a nonempty set with a unitary and associative operation of
S  S1 ×M −→Msw −→ sw, where S1 is the monoid obtained from S
by adjoining a new identity 1. Then M is called a left S-set. The right S-
set is deﬁned similarly. If M is a left S-set and a right S-set satisfying
smt = smt for all s t ∈ S and m ∈ M , then M is called an S-biset.
An S-biset M is called E-central if em = me for any idempotent e ∈ E
and for any m ∈ M . Since S1 is commutative, a left (right) S-set M is an
S-biset with commutative operation: ms = smm ∈ M s ∈ S. There is no
need to distinguish left S-sets from right S-sets. Left S-sets and right S-
sets are simply called S-sets. A relation ρ of an S-set M (resp. S-biset N)
is called an S-congruence if mm′ ∈ ρ and s ∈ S imply sm sm′ ∈ ρ
(resp. mm′ ∈ ρ and s t ∈ S implies smt sm′t ∈ ρ). Let MN be S-sets
(S-bisets). Then a map φ M −→ N is called an S-map if φsm = sφm
for any m ∈ M and s ∈ S (resp. φsm = sφm and φmt = sφmt for
any m ∈M and s t ∈ S). For undeﬁned terms, refer to [3, 9].
Let S be a monoid and let M be an S-biset and A a subset of M .
Since S/  is ﬁnite, there exists the minimum idempotent e in the set
f ∈ E  m = fm for all m ∈ A with respect to the usual ordering ≤ of
the semilattice E. In this case, we say that e is minimal over A. Especially,
if A = m, where s ∈M , we say that e is minimal over m.
Lemma 1. Let S be a commutative monoid with only ﬁnitely many -
classes and let I J be ideals of S with I ⊆ J. Let RJ I = g h  g h ∈ GEJ
with gt = ht for all t ∈ I and let τJI be the congruence on S generated by
RJ I.
(i) Let x be any element of S and let e ∈ E be such that e is minimal
over x in the S-set S. Let f ∈ E be such that f is minimal over eI. Then e f 
is in RJ I and there exists g ∈ Gf such that f g ∈ RJ I and fy = gx
for all y ∈ S with x y ∈ τJI.
If τJIx ≥ 2 then e ∈ EJ .
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(ii) Let K be an ideal of S with K ∩ J ⊆ I; the restriction τJIK of
τJI to K is the identity relation on K.
Hereafter let S denote the factor semigroup S/τJI of S and s¯ denote the
image of s ∈ S in S.
(iii) Assume that J ⊆ SE∗ and SE∗ is E-distinct.
Let M be an S-biset containing S as an S-bisubset. Then the canonical
mapping: S −→ S ⊗S Ms¯ → s¯ ⊗ 1 is an injective S-map.
(iv) Let M be an S-biset and N an S-bisubset of M . If N satisﬁes the
property that gm = hm for any g h ∈ GEJ with g h ∈ RJ I and any m ∈
N , then the canonical mapping: N −→ S ⊗S Mm → 1¯ ⊗m is a bijective
S-map.
Especially if M contains S as an S-bisubset, then the canonical mapping:
S −→ S ⊗S Ms¯ → s¯ ⊗ 1¯ is an injective S-map.
(v) Let I, J the homomorphic images of I, J in S, respectively. Then the
relation τJI is the identity relation on S.
Proof. (i) Let x ∈ S. Let e, f ∈ E be as in the statement (i) of
the lemma. Then it is obvious that e f  ∈ RJ I. Let y ∈ S with
x y ∈ τJI. Then fx fy ∈ τJI. If fy = fx we are done. We
assume that fx = fy. Then there exist elements u1 & & &  ur ∈ S and
elements g1 & & &  g2r ∈ GJE such that g2i−1 g2i ∈ RJ I1 ≤ i ≤ r,
fx = u1g1, u1g2 = u2g3 & & &  uig2i = ui+1g2i+1 & & &  ur−1g2r−2 = urg2r−1,
urg2r = fy. Let e1 & & &  e2r ∈ E be such that ej is the identity ele-
ment of the maximal subgroup gj . Then by the choice of e, we have
e = ee1. Then e ∈ EJ . Since g1 g2 ∈ RJ I, we have ee1I = ee2I.
Then eI = ee2I and by the choice of f , f = fe2. Hence fg2 ∈ Gf and
fu1 = g1g−12 fx. Thus it follows inductively that f = fei, fgj ∈ Gf , and
fui = g2i−1g−12i fui−12 ≤ i ≤ r since g2i−1 g2i ∈ RJ I and from the
choice of f . Let g ∈ f ∏ri=1 g2i−1g−12i . Then g ∈ Gf . Also it follows from
the equations above that y = f ∏ri=1 g2i−1g−12i x. Hence fy = gx.
(ii) Let x y ∈ K with x = y and x y ∈ τJI. Then we let e ∈ E be
such that e is minimal over x in S and let f ∈ E be such that f is minimal
over eI. Since τJIx ≥ 2, by (i) we have e ∈ EJ . Thus, x ∈ J and so x ∈ I.
Since e f  ∈ RJ I, we have e = f . Then by (i) there exists g ∈ Ge such
that e g ∈ RJ I and ey = gx. Hence ey = x. Next we let e′ ∈ E be
such that e′ is minimal over y in S. Then in the same way as above we can
obtain that e′x = y. Therefore x = y.
(iii) We shall prove ﬁrst that if s ∈ SE∗ and s = tm t ∈ Sm ∈ M
then t ≥ s. In fact, let e ∈ E∗ be such that e is minimal over s. Then e is
minimal over et. Since SE∗ is E-distinct, we have s and et are -comparable.
Suppose that s > t. Then et = us for some u ∈ Se. Since S is a ﬁnite
semigroup, there exists a positive integer k such that e is minimal over
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uksm but is not minimal over uk+1sm. However, this contradicts that uks =
ck+1sm. So we have et > s. To prove (iii) let s t ∈ S and s¯ ⊗ 1 = t¯ ⊗ 1
in S/τJI ⊗S M . Then by Lemma 1.2 of [2], there exist m2 & & & mr ∈ M ,
s1 & & &  sr and t1 & & &  t2r ∈ S such that
s¯ = s1t1 t1 = t2m2
s1t2 = s2t3 t3m2 = t4m3
&&&
&&&
sr−1t2r−2 = srt2r−1 t2r−1mr = t2r
sr t2r = t¯&
Let ei ∈ E0 ≤ i ≤ r be such that e0 is minimal over s¯ and ei is minimal
over sit2i1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Case 1. e0 ∈ E∗ and er ∈ E∗. Then by (i) there exist gi ∈ Gei0 ≤ i ≤ r
such that e0s = g0s1t1, eisit2i = gisi+1t2i+1, and ei gi ∈ τJI. We shall
prove ﬁrst that ei ≥ e01 ≤ i ≤ r. Actually e0 is minimal over s1t1. Then
we have e0 is minimal over s1t2 since s = s1t2m2. Then it follows from the
above that s1t2 ≥ s. Hence e1 ≥ e0. Consequently, e0s2t4m3 = e0s2t3m2 =
e0g−11 s1t2m2 = g−11 s. Similarly we get e0s2t4 ≥ s and so e2 ≥ e0. By iter-
ating this process we get ei ≥ e01 ≤ i ≤ r. Conversely by initiating the
process from t, we get ei ≥ er0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. Thus we can assume that
e0 = er . Let g =
∏r−1
i=0 gi. Then e g ∈ τJI. Also it is easy to see that
s= g1s1t2m2 = g1g2s2t3m2 = · · · = 
∏r−2
i=0 gigr−1srt2r−1mr = gsrt2r . Hence
s¯ = t¯.
Case 2. Either e0 = 1 or er = 1. We can assume without loss of gen-
erality that e0 = 1. Then s = s1t1 since J ⊆ SE∗. Thus s = s1t2m2. Then
s1t2 ∈ J and so e1 = 1. Similarly we have ei = 11 ≤ i ≤ r. Thus we obtain
sit2i = si+1t2i+11 ≤ i ≤ r. In the same way as in Case 1 we get s = t. The
canonical map is injective. It is obvious that it is an S-map.
(iv) We shall prove ﬁrst that if s¯ = t¯ and sm ∈ N , where m ∈M then
there exists f ∈ E such that sm = fsm and sm = ftm. Actually, by (i) there
exist e f ∈ E, g ∈ Gf such that s = es, both e f  and f g are in RJ I,
and fs = gt. Then by the property of N we have sm = fsm = gsm and so,
sm = g−1sm. Hence sm = g−1fsm = g−1gtm = ftm.
We shall prove that if there exists a scheme over S and M adjoining
s¯ x to t¯ y then sx ∈ N implies sx = ty. To prove this, it sufﬁces to
deal with the case that the scheme is of length one. So suppose that there
exist s1 t1 t2 ∈ S such that s¯ = s1t1, t1x = t2y, s1t2 = t¯. Since s1t1y ∈ N
it follows from the above that there exist e f ∈ E such that sx = esx =
es1t1x = es1t2y = ety and ty = fty = fs1t2y = fs1t1x = fsx. Hence sx = ty.
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Consequently, it follows from Lemma 1.2 of [2] that 1¯⊗ x = 1¯⊗ yx y ∈
N implies x = y.
(v) Let X be an element of GEJ . Then there exists x ∈ J with x¯ = X.
Since x has a ﬁnite index, there exists a positive integer k such that xk
is an idempotent. Hence xk+1 ∈ GEJ and x¯k+1 = X. Therefore GEJ is a
homomorphic image of GEJ . Let X1, X2 ∈ GEJ be such that X1a¯ = X2a¯.
As shown above, there exist x1, x2 ∈ GEJ with X1 = x1, X2 = x2. Then
x1a = x2a. By (ii), x1a = x2a. Then we deduce that RJI is a homomor-
phic image of RJ I. Therefore the relation τJI is the identity relation
on S.
We give a lemma concerned with amalgamation of S-bisets.
Let W1W2 be S-bisets, let Z1 Z2 be S-bisubsets of W1W2, respectively,
and let ξ be a bijective S-map from Z1 to Z2. Then the triple (W1W2, ξ)
is called an amalgam of S-bisets W1W2 with respect to the S-map ξ and is
denoted by [W1W2; ξ].
Lemma 2 (cf. [9, Proposition 1.5]). For any amalgam W1W2; ξ, there
exists an S-biset W such that W = W1 ∪W2, W1 ∩W2 = Z1=Z2, and z =
ξz for all z ∈ Z1. In this case, the S-biset W is written W1#ξW2.
Proof. It is easy.
If an S-biset W3 is an S-bisubset of W1 and W2, then we write W1#W3W2
instead of W1#1W3W2.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
The “if” part of the main theorem follows from Theorem 4.5 of [9].
To prove the “only if” part, we let S be a commutative semigroup with
only ﬁnitely many -classes which is an amalgamation base.
By Theorem 3.1 of [2], it sufﬁces to prove the theorem when S is a
semigroup with an identity element. So we can assume that S has an identity
element 1. We use induction on the number of -classes of S, say S/ .
If S/  = 1, then S is a group and so S is E-distinct.
So we assume that for any commutative semigroup T such that the num-
ber of -classes of T is less than that of S, if T is an amalgamation base,
then T is E-distinct.
Let E∗ denote E − 1. By Theorem 3.1 of [9] and the inductive assump-
tion, it follows that Se is E-distinct for all e ∈ E∗. It is easy to see that the
following property is satisﬁed:
SE∗ is E-distinct& (1)
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Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there are -incomparable elements
a b ∈ S which are not E-distinct. Then, since S/  is ﬁnite, we can choose
new -incomparable and non E-distinct elements a b satisfying that
x y are either -comparable or E-distinct for any x ∈ Sa y ∈ Sb
with either a ≥ x b > y or a > x b ≥ y& (2)
Hereafter such a pair a b is called a minimal non-E-distinct pair of S.
Then it holds by (1) that for any s ∈ S,
asabsb if and only if s1& (3)
Proof of (3). Let s ∈ S be such that saa. Since S/  <∞, there exists
an integer k such that sk is a maximal subgroup of S. Then there exists an
idempotent e ∈ S such that esk. Then it is obvious that ea = a. If eb = b,
then a b are E-distinct, a contradiction. Hence eb = b. If e = 1, then it
follows from (1) that a b are E-distinct, a contradiction. Therefore, e = 1.
Conversely, if s1, then saa.
Hence we have
a > ea b > eb for all e ∈ E∗& (4)
Then it follows from (2) that there exist z1 & & &  zm ∈ Ia ∪ Ib such
that
Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∪
( m⋃
i=1
Gzi
)

Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∩
( m⋃
i=1
Gzi
)
is empty and z1 ≥ z2 ≥ · · · ≥ zm
(5)
where Ia = x ∈ S  a > x and there is the possibility that m is 0.
Since S has only ﬁnitely many -classes, we can ﬁx a positive integer k
such that indexs < k for all s ∈ S. Then
sk−1sk for all s ∈ S& (6)
Let κ = s t ∈ S × S  either st or s t ⊆ Ia ∪ Ib. Then κ is
a congruence on S. Take the factor semigroup X = S/κ as an S-biset.
Then aˆS = aˆ bˆS = bˆ, and Saˆ Sbˆ⊂ X) are S-isomorphic to each
other as S-sets, where sˆ denotes the equivalence class containing s in X.
By Lemma 2, we get an S-biset Y such that
Y =
k⋃
n=−k
Xn Xn ∩Xn+1 = Saˆn and aˆn = bˆn+1
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where Xn−k ≤ n ≤ k is a copy of X except X0 = X, Xk+1 = X/aˆS, and
sn is an element of Xn which corresponds to sˆ ∈ X.
Then Y has a zero element, say 0. We say that Y is the S-set associated
to a b and we denote Y by Ya b.
Now we have
Proposition 1. For any integers −k ≤ i j ≤ k+ 1,
aˆ⊗ 1ˆ = aˆi ⊗ 1ˆj
[
aˆ⊗ 1ˆ = bˆi+1 ⊗ 1ˆj
]
in Ya b ⊗S Ya b if and only if i+ j = 0&
In particular, aˆ1 ⊗ 1ˆ1 = 0⊗ 0.
Proof. For the “only if” part, suppose that 1ˆa ⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆia ⊗ 1ˆj . By
Lemma 1.2 of [1], there exists a scheme over Ya b joining aˆ 1ˆ to aˆi 1ˆj;
that is, there exist y1 & & &  yn z2 & & &  zn ∈ Ya b, s1 & & &  sn, and t1 & & &  tn ∈ S
such that
1ˆa = y1s1 s11ˆ = t1z2
y1t1 = y2s2 s2z2 = t2z3
&&&
&&&
yn−1tn−1 = ynsn snzn = tn1ˆj
yntn = 1ˆia&
For each 1 ≤ l ≤ n, we write yl = 1ˆplul, zl = 1ˆqlvl, where ul vl ∈ S
and −k ≤ pl ql ≤ k. Note ﬁrst that u1s1, u1t1v2 ∈ a ∪ b. Then it fol-
lows from the deﬁnition of Ya b inductively that ultlvl+1, ul+1sl+1vl+1,
ul+1tl+1vl+21 ≤ l ≤ n − 2, un−1tn−1vn, unsnvn, untn ⊆ a ∪ b. Since
aˆi = bˆi+1, it follows from the above equations on the left side that (i) if
ultlvl+1ul+1sl+1vl+1, then pl+1 = pl, (ii) if ultlvl+1a and ul+1sl+1vl+1b,
then pl+1 = pl + 1, (iii) if ultlvl+1b and ul+1sl+1vl+1a, then pl+1 =
pl − 1. Dually, we have (i)′ if ulslvl+1ultl+1vl+2, then ql+2 = ql+1, (ii)′ if
ulslvl+1a and ultl+1vl+2b, then ql+2 = ql+1 + 1, and (iii)′ if ulslvl+1b
and ultl+1vl+2a, then ql+2 = ql+1 − 1. Hence one can prove inductively
that pl + ql = 0 if ulslvla and pl + ql = 1 if ulslvlb for all 1 ≤ l ≤ n.
This concludes that i + j = 0. Also, it follows from the observation above
that any element in Ya b⊗S Ya b which equals 1ˆa⊗ 1ˆ is of the form aˆi ⊗ 1ˆ−i
or bˆi+1 ⊗ 1ˆ−i, as required.
The “if” part is easy.
To prove the main theorem, by Theorem 2.2 of [9], it sufﬁces to prove
the following proposition.
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Proposition 2. Let S be a comutative monoid with only ﬁnitely many
-classes. Assume that SE∗ is E-distinct and a b are a minimal non-E-distinct
pair of S.
Then there exist the S-set Ya b associated to a b and an S-biset W contain-
ing S as an S-bisubset such that
aˆ⊗ 1⊗ 1ˆ = 0⊗ 1⊗ 0 in Ya b ⊗S W ⊗S Ya b&
In the subsequent sections, we will prove Proposition 2.
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Hereafter, let S be a commutative monoid with only ﬁnitely many
-classes. Assume that SE∗ is E-distinct and a b are a minimal non-E-
distinct pair of S. Then let Ya b be the S-set associated to a b.
We start with preliminary results.
Lemma 3. Let S, a b, and Ya b be as above. Suppose that there exist
an S-set W and two elements w1 w2 such that Sa is S-isomorphic to
Saw1aS and Sbw1bS is S-isomorphic to Saw2aS. Then the conclusion
of Proposition 2 holds.
Proof. By using Lemma 2 we construct an S-biset Wk+1 as follows.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1, let Vi be a copy of the S-set W and let w1i  w2i ∈ Vi
denote the element corresponding to w1 w2 ∈ W . Let W0 = S#η0V0,
where η0 is the bijective S-map Sa → Saw10 aS (a → aw10 a). For each
1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, we deﬁne inductively the S-map ηi: Sbw1i−1bS⊂Wi−1 →
Saw
2
i aS⊂Wibw1i−1b → aw2i a and obtain the S-biset Wi = Wi−1#ηiVi.
Thus we obtain
aˆ⊗ 1⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ aw0a⊗ 1ˆ = aˆ⊗w0 ⊗ aˆ = bˆ1 ⊗w0 ⊗ bˆ1
= 1ˆ1 ⊗ bw0b⊗ 1ˆ1 = 1ˆ1 ⊗ aw1a⊗ 1ˆ1 = · · · = 1ˆk ⊗ ak ⊗ 1ˆk
= aˆk ⊗wk ⊗ aˆk = bˆk+1 ⊗wk ⊗ bˆk+1 = 1ˆk+1 ⊗ bwkb⊗ 1ˆk+1
= 1ˆk+1 ⊗ awk+1a⊗ 1ˆk+1 = aˆk+1 ⊗wk+1 ⊗ aˆk+1 = 0⊗wk+1 ⊗ 0
in Ya b ⊗S Wk+1 ⊗S Ya b&
Then the result follows.
Lemma 4. Let S, a, b be as above. For each pair of ideals I J of S such
that I ⊆ J, assume that the τJI-class containing 1 does not contain any
element of SE∗. Let S denote the factor semigroup and a¯, b¯ denote the images
of a b in S, respectively.
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Then SES is ES-distinct and a¯ and b¯ are a minimal non-ES-distinct pair
in S.
Proof. If s t ∈ τJI where s t ∈ S then by the deﬁnition of τJI,
s t ∈  , and by assumption, s t ∈ E∗. Let s¯ denote the images of s
in S for all s ∈ S. Since neither a nor b is in SE∗, it is easy to see that
a¯ and b¯ are -incomparable but not E-distinct. Note that SE∗ is a union
of τJI-classes. To prove that condition (1) holds, it sufﬁces to show that
the subset
⋃
e∈E∗ Se¯ of S is ES-distinct. Let s t ∈ SE∗. Since S has only
ﬁnitely many -classes, there exists xs ∈ S (resp. xt ∈ S) such that xs is
minimal with respect to ≥ in the τJI-class containing s (resp. t). If s¯ and
t¯ are -incomparable then xs and xt are -incomparable and moreover,
are E-distinct. By the minimality of xs and xt , we have s¯ and t¯ are ES-
distinct. Hence condition (1) holds. By condition (5) we have Ia¯ ∪ Ib¯ ⊆⋃
e∈E∗ Se¯ ∪
⋃m
i=1Gz¯i. Hence we get easily that condition (2) holds, since
τJIzi ⊆ Gzi and by the above
⋃
e∈E∗ Se¯ is ES-distinct.
By making use of Lemmas 4 and 5, we shall obtain the reduction of the
proof of Proposition 2 from the general case to a special case.
Let S0 = S, S2i+1 = S2i/τS2iS2ia2i, and S2i+2 = S2i+1/τS2i+1S2i+1b2i+1
for any integer i ≥ 0, where aj bj are the images of a, b in Sj , respec-
tively. Then by Lemma 1(i), there exist bijective S-maps ψ2i  S2ia2i −→
S2i+1a2i+1 a2i → a2i and ψ2i+1  S2i+1a2i+1 −→ S2i+2b2i+2 b2i+1 → b2i+2.
Consequently, we deﬁne W1 = S0#ψ0S1, Wj = Wj−1#ψj−1Sj for all positive
integers j.
Here we need the following.
A congruence ρ on a semigroup S is called an idempotent-separating con-
gruence on S if each ρ-congruence class contains at most one idempotent.
For an element s and an idempotent e of a semigroup S, we say that e
is minimal over s if e is the least among the idempotents satisfying es = s.
Lemma 5 (Reduction of type I). Keep the notation used above.
(i) For any positive integer j, SjESj is ESj -distinct and aj and bj are a
minimal non-ESj -distinct pair of Sj .
(ii) There exists a positive integer p such that τS2pS2pa2p is the iden-
tity relation on S2p and τS2p+1S2p+1b2p+1 is the identity relation on S2p+1.
(iii) For all positive integers j,
1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a¯⊗ 1ˆ in Ya b ⊗S Wj ⊗S Ya b&
Proof. (i) This is obtained from Lemma 4.
(ii) Consider the natural maps 7j  S −→ Sj for all positive integers j.
First we prove that
GESj
is the homomorphic image of GES by 7j& (7)
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Let s ∈ S be such that 7js ∈ GESj . Then there exists a positive integer k
such that sk ∈ GES and 7jsk = 7js, since every element of S has a ﬁnite
index.
Consequently there exists a positive integer p such that τSp+iSp+iap+i is
an idempotent-separating congruence on Sp+i for all i ≥ 1 since there are
ﬁnitely many idempotents only. Under the assumption that τSSa is an
idempotent-separating congruence on S and τS1S1b2 is an idempotent-
separating congruence on S1, it sufﬁces to prove that τS2S2a2 is the iden-
tity relation.
For any idempotent e ∈ E, let Gae = g ∈ GEga = ea and Gbe = h ∈
GEhb = eb.
Then by the deﬁnition of τSSa and the fact that τSSa is an
idempotent-separating congruence it follows that the RS Sa-class con-
taining e is contained in Gae . Thus we have
7−11 71s = Gaes if s ∈ S e ∈ E and e is minimal over s& (8)
We shall show next that
7−12 72s = GaeGbes for any s ∈ S and e ∈ E
such that e is minimal over s& (9)
It is clear that 7−12 72s ⊇ GaeGbes. Now let g ∈ GE be such that 71gb =
71eb. Since τS1S1b1 is an idempotent-separating congruence, we have
g ∈ Ge. By (8), Gaegb = Gaeb since e is minimal over both gb and eb.
Hence g ∈ GaeGbe . Consequently, it follows from the deﬁnition of τS1S1b1
and condition (7) that 7−12 72s ⊆ GaeGbes. Therefore condition (9) holds.
Finally we shall show that τS2S2a2 is the identity relation on S2. Suppose
that 72ga = 72ha, where g h ∈ GE . Let e f ∈ E be such that e is
minimal over ga and f is minimal over ha. By (9) we know that e = f
and GaeG
b
ega = GaeGbeha. Then we get gh−1 ∈ GaeGbe . Hence 72g = 72h.
Thus we conclude that τS2S2a2 is the identity relation, as required.
(iii) This is proved in the same way as in Lemma 3.
By Lemma 5, we can assume that
both τSSa and τSSb are the identity relation on S&
This is equivalent to the following:
for any distinct g and h ∈ GE ga = ha and gb = hb& (10)
Then we shall show that
ea and eb are -comparable for all e ∈ E∗& (11)
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Proof of (11). Suppose that ea and eb are -incomparable for some e ∈
E∗. Then there exists an idempotent f ∈ E∗ such that either (i) ea = efa
and eb > efb or (ii) eb = efb and ea > efa. Since by (10), e = ef , we
get a contradiction.
Consequently, we have a decomposition of E∗  E+ = e ∈ E∗  ea >
eb, E0 = e ∈ E∗  ea = eb, and E− = e ∈ E∗  eb > ea. Then
E∗ = E+ ∪ E0 ∪ E− (disjoint union)
SE∗ = SE+ ∪ SE0 ∪ SE− and SE+ ∩ SE− = SE0&
We shall divide our argument into three subsections to clarify the proof.
4.1. S-bisets A+2i r , B
+
2i r , A
−
2i+1 r , B
−
2i+1 r
This subsection is devoted to preliminary results for the proof of
Proposition 2. So we let S, a b be as in Proposition 2.
Let W be an E-central S-biset and w an element of W . Since S/  is
ﬁnite, there exists the mimimum idempotent e in the set f ∈ E∗  fw = w
with respect to the usual ordering ≤. In this case, we say that e is minimal
over w (this terminology was deﬁned for the semigroup S before Lemma 5).
Lemma 6. For any f ∈ E∗, let Af = s ∈ S  f is minimal over s. Then
there exists cf ∈ Af such that each element s of Af is written in the form gclf ,
where g ∈ Gf , 0 ≤ l ≤ indexcf  and c0f = f . In this case the integer l is
unique for each s, though it depends on s.
Proof. Since fS is E-distinct, any pair of elements ofAf is -comparable.
Thus, Af −Gf has a maximal element cf with respect to ≥ . Note ﬁrst that
Af − Gf ⊆ Scf . Let s ∈ Af . Then there exists a nonnegative integer m
such that scmf but s ∈ cm+1f . Hence there exists g ∈ fS such that s = gc
m
f .
Then gf .
Corollary 1. Let f ∈ E∗ and x y z ∈ S be such that xz = yz and f is
minimal over xz. Then there exists g ∈ Gf with fx = gy, equivalently, fxfy.
Proof. By Lemma 6, there exist positive integers lm, and n such
that fxclf  fyc
m
f  fzc
n
f . Thus, c
l+n
f c
m+n
f . Hence l = m. Therefore,
fxfy.
The following is obtained immediately from Lemma 6 and the assump-
tions (10), (11).
Corollary 2. (i) For each e ∈ E+ ∪ E0, there exists uniquely an ele-
ment αe ∈ Se such that eaαe = eb.
(ii) For each e ∈ E− ∪ E0, there exists uniquely an element βe ∈ Se
such that ebβe = ea.
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(iii) fαe = αf for any e f ∈ E+ ∪ E0 with e ≥ f .
(iv) fβe = βf for any e f ∈ E− ∪ E0 with e ≥ f .
(v) If e ∈ E+ and f ∈ E−, then ef ∈ E0 and fαe = eβf −1 ∈ Gef .
In particular, if h ∈ E0, then αh = β−1h ∈ Gh.
Corollary 3. Let s t ∈ S and f ∈ E∗ be such that f is minimal over
both sa and at.
If fsa = αrf ck1f g1a and fat = αrf ck2f g2a, where k1 ≥ 0, k2 ≥ 0, g1,
g2 ∈ G and r is a nonnegative integer, then the element αrf ck1f ck2f g1g2a is
uniquely determined without depending on the choice of the expressions
fsa = αrf ck1f g1a, and fat = αrf ck2f g2a.
Hereafter, the element above is denoted by α−rf sat.
Proof. Let fsa = αrf ck1f g1a = αrf c
k′1
f g
′
1a and fat = αrf ck2f g2a = αrf c
k′2
f g
′
2a,
where g1 g2 g
′
1 g
′
2 ∈ G and k1 k2 k′1 k′2 are nonnegative integers. Then
by Lemma 6, k1 = k′1 k2 = k′2. Hence αrf ck1f ck2f g1g2a = αrf ck1f ck2f g′1g2a =
αrf c
k1
f c
k2
f g
′
1g
′
2a.
Next we shall construct the S-bisubsets A+2i r and B
+
2i r of the S-biset⋃
e∈E+ ∪E0 eSa⊗E aS for any nonnegative integers i and r such that 0 ≤
r ≤ 2i. For this purpose, the following are needed.
Lemma 7. Let s t s′ t ′ be any elements of S. Let e1 e2 ∈ E be such that
e1 is minimal over s ⊗ t and e2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′. Then
(i) s ⊗ t = s′ ⊗ t ′ in S ⊗E S if and only if e1 = e2, e1s = e2s′ and
e1t = e2t ′.
(ii) Let f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over s and f2 is minimal
over t. Then e1 = f1f2.
Proof. (i) (Sufﬁciency) It is obvious.
(Necessity) Suppose that s ⊗ t = s′ ⊗ t ′. Then it is clear that e1 = e2. By
Lemma 1.2 of [2], there exist s1 & & &  sr , t2 & & &  tr ∈ S and h1 & & &  h2r ∈ E
such that
s = s1h1 h1t = h2t2
s1h2 = s2h3 h3t2 = h4t3
&&&
&&&
sr−1h2r−2 = srh2r−1 h2r−1sr = h2r t ′
srh2r = s&
Then by multiplying the above equations by e1, it is easy to see that e1s ⊗
e1t = hie1s′ ⊗ e1t ′. Since e1 is minimal over e1s ⊗ e1t, we get e1 ≤ hi for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence it follows immediately that e1s = e1s′ and e1t = e1t ′.
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(ii) It is clear that f1f2 ≥ e1. Since s ⊗ t = e1s ⊗ e1t, letting s′ = e1s
and t ′ = e1t, we get the scheme adjoining s t to s′ t ′ given in the proof
of (i). Then it follows inductively from the equations of the scheme that
hi ≥ f1f2 for all 1 ≤ 2r and e1 ≥ f1f2. Therefore e1 = f1f2 as required.
The following result follows immediately from Lemma 7(i), (ii).
Corollary. Let I be an ideal of S. Then the canonical map I ⊗E I →
S ⊗E Ss ⊗ s −→ s ⊗ s is injective. Consequently, I ⊗E I is regarded as an
S-bisubset of S ⊗E S.
To deﬁne a relation ξ+2i r on the E-central S-biset
⋃
e∈E+∪E0 eSa⊗E aS
for each i ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i, we shall deﬁne a mapping :+2i r from⋃
e∈E+ ∪E0 eSa ⊗E aS to the disjoint union of S and S ⊗E S by the fol-
lowing procedure.
Procedure (I). Given sa ⊗ ats t ∈ SE+ ∪ SE0, determine an element
:+2i rsa⊗ at which belongs to S ⊗E S or S as follows.
Let e ∈ E+ ∪ E0 be such that e is minimal over sa⊗ at. Then
(i) if esa > αrea and eat > α
r
ea then
:+2i rsa⊗ at = sa⊗ at&
(ii) If eat > αrea ≥ esa then let f be minimal over α2i−re sa ⊗ at.
Then
(ii.a) if fat > α
r
f a ≥ fsa then
:+2i rsa⊗ at = α2i−rf sa⊗ at&
(ii.b) Otherwise
:+2i rsa⊗ at = α2i−re α−re sat&
(iii) If esa > αrea ≥ eat, then let f be minimal over α2i−re sa ⊗ at.
Then
(iii.a) if fsa > α
r
f a ≥ fat then
:+2i rsa⊗ at = sa⊗ α2i−rf at&
(iii.b) Otherwise,
:+2i rsa⊗ at = α2i−rf α−rf sat&
(iv) If αrea ≥ esa and αrea ≥ eat then
:+2i rsa⊗ at = α2i−re α−re sat&
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Remark 1. The deﬁnition of :+2i r is based on Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.
In fact, given sa⊗ at, by Lemma 7, e1, e1sa and e1at are uniquely deter-
mined. By Lemma 6 it is determined whether or not e1sa > αre1a (resp.
e1at > α
r
e1
a).
Consider the case where condition (iv) of the deﬁnition of :+2i r holds.
Let e1 e2 ∈ E+ such that e1 is minimal over sa⊗ at and e2 is minimal over
s′a⊗ at ′. Then by Corollary 3 of Lemma 6, we can write uniquely
e1sa = αre1ck1e1 g1a e1at = αre1ck2e1 g2a
e2s
′a = αre2c
k′1
e2 g
′
1a e2at
′ = αre2c
k′2
e2 g
′
2a
where the cej j = 1 2 are deﬁned in Lemma 6, kj k′j j = 1 2 are non-
negative integers, and gj g
′
j ∈ Gfj j = 1 2.
By Corollary 3 of Lemma 6, α2i−re1 α
−r
e1
sat = α2i−re1 αre1ac
k1+k2
e1 g1g2 and
α2i−re2 α
−r
e2
s′at ′ = α2i−re2 αre2ac
k′1+k′2
f2
g′1g
′
2a. Therefore the deﬁnition of :
+
2i r is
well-deﬁned.
Next we shall deﬁne a relation ξ+2i r on the E-central S-biset
⋃
e∈E+∪E0 ×
eSa ⊗E aS for each i ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i as follows. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈
SE+ ∪ E0 and e1 e2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0. Then
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i r if and only if :+2i rsa⊗ at
= :+2i rs′a⊗ at ′&
Lemma 8. For 0 ≤ i and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i, the relations ξ+2i r are S-congruences
on
⋃
e∈E+∪E0 eSa⊗E aS.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of ξ+2i r , it is clear that ξ
+
2i r is an equivalence
relation. We shall show that ξ+2i r is S-compatible, that is, :
+
2i rsa⊗ at =
:+2i rs′a ⊗ at ′ s s′ t t ′ u v ∈ S implies that :+2i rusa ⊗ atv =
:+2i rus′a ⊗ at ′v. Then it sufﬁces to prove that if the three elements
sa⊗ at, s′a⊗ at ′, and usa⊗ atv satisfy condition (ii.a) of the deﬁnition of
:+2i r then so does us
′a⊗ at ′v. In fact, if sa⊗ at, s′a⊗ at ′, and usa⊗ atv
satisfy condition (ii.a) of the deﬁnition of :+2i r then there exists f ∈
E+ ∪ E0 such that α2i−rf sa ⊗ at = α2i−rf s′a ⊗ at ′ and f is minimal over
α2i−rf sa ⊗ at. Hence α2i−rf usa ⊗ atv = α2i−rf us′a ⊗ at ′v. Of course, neither
usa⊗ atv nor us′a⊗ at ′v satisﬁes condition (i) of :+2i r . Let h ∈ E+ ∪ E0
be such that h is minimal over α2i−rf usa ⊗ atv. Then by Lemma 7(i) we
get α2i−rh usa = α2i−rh us′a and hatv = hat ′v. Then it is easy to see that
:+2i rusa ⊗ atv = :+2i rus′a ⊗ at ′v. Therefore, ξ+2i r is S-compatible.
Hence ξ+2i r is an S-congruence.
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We use the notation I+j =
⋃
e∈E+ ∪E0 Sα
j
ea j ≥ 0.
We deﬁne E-central S-bisets A+2i r , B
+
2i r as
A+2i r = I+0 ⊗E I+0 /ξ+2i r and B+2i r = I+1 ⊗E I+1 /ξ+2i r ∩ I+1 ⊗E I+1 &
We regard B+2i r as an S-bisubset of A
+
2i r .
Lemma 9. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2i is the identity relation on S.
(i) If e ≥ f and e f ∈ E+ ∪ E0, then α2ie a = fα2ie a implies e = f .
(ii) Each e ∈E+ ∪ E0 is minimal over αlea 0 ≤ l ≤ 2i.
(iii) If e ∈ E+ and g1αl1e a = g2αl2e a g1 g2 ∈ Ge, 0 ≤ l1 l2 ≤ 2i, then
g1 = g2 and l1 = l2.
(iv) Let s t ∈ S and e ∈ E+ ∪ E0 be such that esb ≥ α2ie a. If esb =
etb, then esa = eta.
Proof. (i) It is obvious that ea fa ∈ τSE+∪SE0I+2i. Then ea = fa.
By (10), e = f .
(ii) By (i), the result follows.
(iii) If g1α
l1
e a = g2αl2e a, 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ 2i, then αl1e a  αl1+l2−l1e a. Thus
α
l1
e a  α
l1+ml2−l1
e a, where m ≥ indexα. By (ii), we have eαl1+ml2−l1e .
Therefore, αe ∈ Ge. Thus e ∈ E0, which is a contradiction. Hence l1 = l2.
Since τSE+∪SE0I+2i is the identity relation on S, it follows that g1 = g2.
(iv) We can assume that e is minimal over esb. Then by (iii),
esb=etb is written uniquely in the form gceαrea, where g ∈ Ge and
r ≤ 2i. Again by (iii), esa = gceαr−1e a = eta.
The following corollary is a consequence of Lemma 9(iv).
Corollary. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2i is the identity relation on S. Let
s ∈ S be such that sa sb ∈ SE+ ∪ SE0. Let e f ∈ E∗ be such that e is minimal
over sa and f is minimal over sb.
(i) If sa ≥ α2i−1e a then e = f .
(ii) Assume that (i) holds. For any t ∈ S such that ta tb ∈ SE+ ∪ SE0,
sa = ta if and only if sb = tb&
Lemma 10. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2i is the identity relation on S. Let
s t s′ t ′ ∈ SE+ ∪ E0. Then
(i) for any 0 ≤ r < 2i,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i r if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1&
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Consequently, we have
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map α2i r  A+2i r −→ B+2i r+1 ξ+2i rea⊗
ea −→ ξ+2i r+1eb⊗ eb, where e ∈ E+ ∪ E0.
Proof. Let e1 e2 f1 f2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0 be such that e1 is minimal over sa⊗
at, e2 is minimal over s′a⊗ at ′, f1 is minimal over sb⊗ bt, and f2 is minimal
over s′b⊗ bt ′. Then e1 ≥ f1 and e2 ≥ f2. Suppose ﬁrst that sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1.
Case 1. e1 = e2, e1sa > αre1a, e1at > αre1a, e1s′a > αre1a, and
e1at
′ > αre1a. Then by Lemma 9(i), e1 = f1 and e2 = f2 and so f1 = f2. By
Lemma 9(iii), e1sb > αr+1e1 a, e1bt > α
r+1
e1
a, e1s′b > αr+1e1 a, e1bt
′ > αr+1e1 a
since r + 1 ≤ 2i. By the deﬁnition of ξ+2i r+1, sb ⊗ bt = s′b ⊗ bt ′. By
Lemma 7(i) and Lemma 9(iii) we obtain that sa⊗ at = s′a⊗ at ′.
Case 2. e1at > αre1a ≥ e1sa and e2at ′ > αre2a ≥ e2s′a. Then
αr+1f1 a ≥ f1sb and α
r+1
f2
a ≥ f2s′b. By Lemma 9(ii) we get that e1 is min-
imal over e1bt, and e1bt > αr+1e1 a, since e1at > α
r
e1
a. Similarly, e2 is
minimal over e2bt ′ and e2bt ′ > αr+1e2 a. Consequently, by Lemma 7(ii) we
have f1 is minimal over e1sb and f2 is minimal over e2s′b. Hence
e1sb = f1sb and e2s′b = f2s′b& (12)
By the deﬁnition of ξ+2i r+1, α
2i−r+1
f1
sb ⊗ bt = α2i−r+1f2 s′b ⊗ bt ′. Let h ∈
E+ ∪E0 be such that h is minimal over α2i−r+1f1 sb⊗ bt. By Lemma 7(i), we
have α2i−r+1h sb = α2i−r+1h s′b and hbt = hbt ′. Note that h is minimal over
α
2i−r+1
f1
sb and is minimal over α2i−r+1f2 s
′b. Then α2i−rh sa = α2i−r+1f1 sb and
α2i−rh s
′a = α2i−r+1f2 s′b. Hence α
2i−r
h sa = α2i−rh s′a, while hbt ≥ α2ih a and
hbt ′ ≥ α2ih a. Then it follows from Lemma 9(iv) that hat = hat ′. More-
over, α2i−re1 sa = α2i−r−1e1 sb = α
2i−r−1
f1
sb (by (12)) = α2i−r−1h sb = α2i−rh sa.
Similarly, α2i−re2 sa = α
2i−r
h s
′a. Therefore, α2i−re1 sa⊗ at = α2i−re2 s′a⊗ at ′.
Case 3. e1sa > αre1a ≥ e1at and e2s′a > αre2a ≥ e2at ′. Then in the
way similar to Case 2, we can prove sa⊗ α2i−re1 at = s′a⊗ α2i−re2 at ′.
Case 4. αre1a ≥ e1sa, αre1a ≥ e1at, αre2a ≥ e2s′a, and αre2a ≥ e2at ′.
Then αr+1f1 a ≥ f1sb, α
r+1
f1
a ≥ f1bt, αr+1f2 a ≥ f2s′b, α
r+1
f2
a ≥ f2bt ′
since e1 ≥ f1 and e2 ≥ f2. By the deﬁnition of ξ+2i r+1, we have
α
2i−r+1
f1
α−r+1f1 sαf1aαf1 t = α
2i−r+1
f2
α−r+1f2 s′αf2aαf2 t ′. Then by using
Corollary 3 of Lemma 6, we get α2i−rf1 α
−r
f1
sat = α2i−rf2 α
−r
f2
s′at ′ since f1
is minimal over both f1sa and f1at, and f2 is minimal over both f2s′a
and f2at ′. Thus it sufﬁces to prove that α2i−re1 α−re1 sat = α
2i−r
f1
α−rf1 sat
and α2i−re2 α−re2 s′at ′ = α
2i−r
f2
α−rf2 s′at ′. To prove these, we note ﬁrst that
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sb ≥ α2i−re1 α−re1 sat, bt ≥ α2i−re1 α−re1 sat, s′b ≥ α2i−re2 α−re2 s′at ′, and
bt ′ ≥ α2i−re2 α−re2 s′at ′.
Since αre1a ≥ e1at, there exists v ∈ S such that at = αre1av. Then
α2i−re1 α−re1 sat = α2i−re1 sav = α
2i−r+1
e1 sbv, since r + 1 ≤ 2i. Hence sb ≥
α2i−re1 α−re1 sat. We can prove similarly the other inequations. Thus it fol-
lows from the equations above and Lemma 7(ii) that α2i−re1 α−re1 sat =
α2i−rf1 α
−r
f1
sat and α2i−re2 α−re2 s′at ′ = α
2i−r
f2
α−rf2 s′at ′. Therefore α2i−re1 α−re1 sat
= α2i−re2 α−re2 s′at ′. In all cases, we have sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ
+
2i r+1.
Conversely, suppose that sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i r . Then by Corollary 2
of Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, f1sb = αf1sa, f1bt = αf1at, f2s′b = αf2s′a,
and f2bt ′ = αf2at ′. Then it follows from the deﬁnitions of ξ+2i r and ξ+2i r+1
that sb ⊗ bt f1s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1 and f2sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1.
By Lemma 8, we have f2sb ⊗ bt f1s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1. Therefore
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i r+1.
(ii) By (i), there exists the bijective S-map α+2i r .
Lemma 11. Let s s′ t t ′ ∈ S and e1 e2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0 be such that e1 is
minimal over sa⊗ at and e2 is minimal over s′a⊗ at ′. Then
(i) sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i 0 if and only if α2ie1sat = α2ie2s′at ′&
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map δ+2i  A+2i 0 −→ I+2i ξ+2i 0sa ⊗
at → α2ie1sat.
Proof. (i) Note that there occurs case (iv) of the deﬁnition of ξ+2i 0. So
the statement (i) is just the deﬁnition of ξ+2i 0.
(ii) It is a consequence of (i).
Lemma 12. Let s s′ t t ′ ∈ SE+ ∪ E0. Then
(i) sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i 0 if and only if sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈
ξ+2i+1 1&
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map γ+2i 0  B+2i 0 −→ B+2i+1 1
ξ+2i 0sb⊗ bt −→ ξ+2i+1 1sb⊗ bt.
Proof. (i) Let f1 f2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0 be such that f1 is minimal over sb ⊗
bt and f2 is minimal over s′b ⊗ bt ′. If sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i 0 then by
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A+0 0 ⊃ B+0 0
↓ γ+0 0
A+2 2 ⊃ B+2 2
α2 1←− A+2 1 ⊃ B+2 1
↓ 1A+2 2
A+2 2 ⊂ B+2 2
α−12 1−→ A+2 1 ⊃ B+2 1
α−12 0−→ A+2 0 ⊃ B+2 0
↓ γ+2 0
A+4 4 ⊃ B+4 4
α4 3←− A+4 3 ⊃ B+4 3
α4 2←− A+4 2 ⊂ B+4 2
α4 1←− A+4 1 ⊂ B+4 1
↓ 1A+4 4
A+4 4 ⊃ B+4 4
α−14 3−→ A+4 3 ⊃ B+4 3
α−14 2−→ A+4 2 ⊃ B+4 2
α−14 1−→ A+4 1 ⊃ B+4 1
α−14 0−→ A+4 0 ⊃ B+4 0
↓ γ+4 0
& & &
α6 1←− A+6 1 ⊃ B+6 1
&&&
↓ γ+2i−1 0
A+2i 2i ⊃ B+2i 2i
α2i 2i−1←− & & & & & &
α2i 1←− A+2i 1 ⊃ B+2i 1
↓ 1A+2i 2i
A+2i 2i ⊃ B+2i 2i
α−12i 2i−1−→ A+2i 2i−1 ⊃ B+2i 2i−1
α−12i 2i−2−→ & & & & & &
α−12i 0−→ A+2i 0 ⊃ B+2i 0
FIGURE 1
the deﬁnition of ξ+2i 0 we have α
2i+1−2
f1
sαf1aαf1 t= α2if1sαf1aαf1 t =
α2if2s′αf2aαf2 t ′ = α
2i+1−2
f2
s′αf2aαf2 t ′. Since αf1a ≥ f1sb, αf1a ≥
f1bt, αf2a ≥ f2s′b, and αf1a ≥ f2bt ′, we obtain that sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈
ξ+2i+1 1. Conversely, if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 1 then similarly we have
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i 0.
Remark 2. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2i is the identity relation on S. Since
τSE+∪SE0I+2t ⊆ τSE+∪SE0I+2i t ≤ i, by Lemma 10 and Lemma 12, we can
obtain the sequence of bijective S-maps shown in Fig. 1.
To deﬁne a relation ξ−2i r on the E-central S-biset
⋃
e∈E−∪E0 eSb⊗E bS
for each i ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i + 1, we shall deﬁne a mapping :−2i+1 r ⋃
e∈E−∪E0 eSb ⊗E bS −→ S ∪ S ⊗E S (disjoint union) by the following
procedure.
Procedure (II). Given sa⊗ at s t ∈ SE− ∪ SE0, determine an element
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt which belongs to S ⊗E S or S as follows.
Let e ∈ E− ∪ E0 be such that e is minimal over sb⊗ bt. Then
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(i) if esa > βreb and eat > β
r
eb then
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = sb⊗ bt&
(ii) If ebt > βreb ≥ esb then let f be minimal over β2i−re sb ⊗ bt.
Then
(ii.a) if fat > β
r
f b ≥ fsb then
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = β2i+1−rf sb⊗ bt&
(ii.b) Otherwise
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = β2i+1−re β−re sat&
(iii) If esb > βreb ≥ ebt then let f be minimal over α2i+1−re sb⊗ bt.
Then
(iii.a) if fsb > β
r
f b ≥ fbt then
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = sb⊗ β2i+1−rf bt&
(iii.b) Otherwise,
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = β2i+1−rf β−rf sbt&
(iv) If βreb ≥ esb and βreb ≥ ebt then
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = β2i+1−re β−re sbt&
Next we construct A−2i+1 r B
−
2i+1 r for any integers 0 ≤ i and 0 ≤ r ≤
2i+ 1.
We shall deﬁne relations ξ−2i+1 r on the E-central S-biset
⋃
e∈E−∪E0 e
Sb⊗E bS for each 0 ≤ i and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1 as follows.
Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ SE− ∪ E0. Then
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 r if and only if
:−2i+1 rsb⊗ bt = :−2i+1 rs′b⊗ bt ′&
Remark 3. (i) Consider the case where condition (iv) of the deﬁnition
of :−2i+1 r holds.
Let e be minimal over sb⊗ bt. Then
esb = βreck1e g1b ebt = βreck2e g2b
where cfj j = 1 2 is deﬁned in Lemma 6, kj k′j j = 1 2 are nonnegative
integers, and gj g
′
j ∈ Ge j = 1 2. Then by Corollary 3 of Lemma 6, it
makes sense that β2i+1−re β−re1 sbt = β2i+1−re βrec
k1
e g1c
k2
e g2b.
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(ii) In the deﬁnition of :−2i+1 0, there occurs (iv) only. Especially,
:−2i+1 0sb ⊗ bt = :−2i+1 0stb ⊗ b = :−2i+1 0b ⊗ bst for all s t ∈
SE− ∪ SE0&
(iii) Suppose that :−1 1sb⊗ bt = :−1 1s′b⊗ bt ′ and sb⊗ bt = s1a⊗
at1, where s1 t1 ∈ S. Let e1, e2 ∈ E− ∪ E0 be such that e1 is minimal
over sb⊗ bt and e2 is minimal over s′b⊗ bt ′. Then there occurs only the
condition (iv) of the deﬁnition of :−1 1. Thus there exist s2 t2 ∈ S such
that s′b = s2a, bt ′ = at2. Further, s1at1 (= β−1e1 sbt = β−1e2 s′bt ′) = s2at2.
Therefore :+0 0sb⊗ bt = :+0 0s′b⊗ bt ′.
Conversely, if sb⊗ bt = s1a⊗ at1, s′b⊗ bt ′ = s2a⊗ at2, and s1at1 = s2at2
then :−1 1sb⊗ bt = ξ−1 1s′b⊗ bt ′.
Lemma 13. For 0 ≤ i and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i + 1, the relations ξ−2i+1 r are S-
congruences on
⋃
e∈E−∪E0 eSb⊗E bS.
Proof. These are proved by the same way as in the proof of
Lemma 8.
We use the notation I−j =
⋃
e∈E−∪E0 Sα
j
ea j ≥ 0.
We deﬁne E-central S-bisets B−2i+1 r , A
−
2i+1 r as
B−2i+1 r = I−0 ⊗E I−0 ξ−2i+1 r and
A−2i+1 r = I−1 ⊗E I−1 ξ−2i+1 r ∩ I−1 ⊗E I−1 &
We regard A−2i+1 r as an S-bisubset of B
−
2i+1 r .
Lemma 14. Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2i+1 is the identity relation on S.
(i) If e ≥ f , e f ∈ E− ∪ E0, then β2i+1e b = fβ2i+1e b implies e = f .
(ii) Each e∈ E− ∪ E0 is minimal over αleb 0 ≤ l ≤ 2i+ 1.
(iii) If e ∈ E− ∪ E0 and g1αl1e a = g2αl2e a g1 g2 ∈ Ge 0 ≤ l1 l2 ≤ 2i,
then g1 = g2 and l1 = l2.
(iv) Let s ∈ S and e ∈ E− ∪ E0 such that esa ≥ β2i+1e b. If esa = eta,
then esb = etb.
Proof. These are proved as in the proof of Lemma 9.
Lemma 15. Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2i+1 is the identity relation on S. Then
(i) for any 0 < r ≤ 2i+ 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 r if and only if sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 r+1&
Consequently, we have
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map α2i+1 r  B−2i+1 r −→ B−2i r+1
ξ−2i+1 reb⊗ be −→ ξ−2i+1 r+1ea⊗ ae, where e ∈ E− ∪ E0.
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Proof. These are proved as in Lemma 10.
Lemma 16. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and e1 e2 ∈ E− ∪ E0 be such that e1 is
minimal over sb⊗ bt and e2 is minimal over s′b⊗ bt ′.
(i) For any 0 < r ≤ 2i+ 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 0 if and only if β2i+1e1 sbt = β2i+1e2 s′bt ′&
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map δ−2i+1  B−2i+1 0 −→ I−2i+1ξ−2i+1 0
sb⊗ bt → β2i+1e1 sbt.
Proof. These are proved the same way as in Lemma 11.
Lemma 17. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S.
(i) For any 0 < r ≤ 2i+ 1,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 0
if and only if sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ−2i+3 1&
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map γ−2i+1 0  A−2i+1 0 −→ A−2i+3 1×
ξ−2i+1 0 sa⊗ at −→ ξ−2i+3 1sa⊗ at.
Proof. These are proved as in Lemma 12.
Remark 4. Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2i+1 is the identity relation on S.
By Lemma 15 and Lemma 17, we can obtain the sequence of bijective
S-maps shown in Fig. 2.
For each pair of nonnegative integers j and r such that r ≤ j, we shall
construct S-bisets Wj r containing A
+
j r and B
−
j r as S-bisubsets.
For this purpose, we deﬁne relations τj r on Sa ∪ SbE∗ ⊗E Sa∪
SbE∗ as
τ0 0 = ξ+0 0 ∪ ξ−1 1t if j = 0
τ2i+1 r = ξ+2i+1 r+1 ∪ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−rt if j = 2i+ 1
τ2i+1 r = ξ+2i+1 2i+1−r ∪ ξ−2i+3 r+1t if j = 2i+ 1
where the symbol ρt denotes the transitive closure of a relation ρ.
Lemma 18. The relations τj r are S-congruences on Sa∪ SbE∗ ⊗E Sa∪
SbE∗&
Proof. Since both ξ+2i r and ξ
−
2i+1 r are S-compatible, we have τj r is an
S-congruence.
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A−1 1 ⊂ B−1 1
↓ 1
B−1 1
A−1 0 ⊂ B−1 0
β−11 0←− A−1 1 ⊂ B−1 1
↓ γ−1 0
A−3 1 ⊂ B−3 1
β3 1−→ A−3 2 ⊂ B−3 2
β3 2−→ A−3 3 ⊃ B−3 3
↓ 1
B−3 3
A−3 0 ⊃ B−3 0
β−13 0←− A−3 1 ⊃ B−3 1
β−13 1←− A−3 2 ⊂ B−3 2
β−13 2←− A−3 3 ⊂ B−3 3
↓ γ−3 0
A−5 1 ⊂ B−5 1
β5 1−→ A−5 2 ⊂ B−5 2
β5 2−→ A−5 3 ⊂ B−5 3
β5 3−→ A−5 4 ⊂ B−5 4
β5 4−→ A−5 5 ⊂ B−5 5
↓ 1
B−5 5
& & &
β−15 4←− A−5 5 ⊂ B−5 5
&
&
&
↓ 1
B−2i−1 2i−1
A−2i−1 0 ⊂ B−2i−1 0
β−12i−1 0←− & & & & & &
β−12i−1 2i−2←− A−2i−1 2i−1 ⊂ B−2i−1 2i−1
↓ γ−2i−1 0
A−2i+1 1 ⊂ B−2i+1 1
β2i+1 1−→ A−2i+1 2 ⊂ B−2i+1 2
β2i+1 2−→ & & & & & &
β2i+1 2i−→ A−2i+1 2i+1 ⊂ B−2i+1 2i+1
FIGURE 2
Lemma 19. The following hold:
(i) τ0 0 = ξ+0 0 ∪ ξ−1 1 ∪ ξ+0 0 ◦ ξ−1 1 ∪ ξ−1 1 ◦ ξ+0 0,
(ii) τ2i+1 r = ξ+2i+1 r+1 ∪ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r ∪ ξ+2i+1 r+1 ◦ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r ∪
ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r ◦ ξ+2i+1 r+1,
(iii) τ2i+1 r = ξ+2i+1 2i+1−r ∪ ξ−2i+3 r+1 ∪ ξ+2i+1 2i+1−r ◦ ξ−2i+3 r+1 ∪
ξ−2i+3 r+1 ◦ ξ+2i+1 2i+1−r ,
where i ≥ 0 and the symbol ◦ denotes product of relations.
Proof. By Remark 3(ii) we know that all of the restrictions of the rela-
tions ξ+2i r , ξ
−
2p+1 q to
⋃
e∈E0 eSa ⊗ aS are equal for any integers 0 ≤ i
and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i and 0 ≤ p and 0 ≤ q ≤ 2p + 1. Consequently, ξ+2i r ◦
ξ−2p+1 q ◦ ξ+2i r = ξ+2i r ◦ ξ+2i r ◦ ξ+2i r ⊆ ξ+2i r and ξ−2p+1 q ◦ ξ+2i r ◦ ξ−2p+1 q =
ξ−2p+1 q ◦ ξ−2p+1 q ◦ ξ−2p+1 q ⊆ ξ−2p+1 q. Then (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from the
deﬁnitions of τ2i+1 r and τ2i+1 r .
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Lemma 20. Let p be a nonnegative integer and let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S be such
that sa at s′a at ′ ∈ SE∗. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 is the
identity relation on S.
(i) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1&
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤
2i+ 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r
if and only if sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1&
Proof. (i) Take the elements s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Let e1 e2 ∈ E be such that
e1 is minimal over sa⊗ at and e2 is minimal over s′a⊗ at ′. Let f1 f2 ∈ E
be such that f1 is minimal over sb ⊗ bt and f2 is minimal over s′b ⊗ bt ′.
Suppose that 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i, and sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r .
Case 1. f1 f2 ∈ E+. Then f1sa ⊗ at f1s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+1 and
f2sa ⊗ at f2s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1r+1. Then f1sa ⊗ at f1e1s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈
ξ+2i+1 r+1 and f2sa ⊗ at f2s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+1. By Lemma 10(i), we
have f1sb ⊗ bt f1s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+2 and f2sb ⊗ bt f2s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈
ξ+2i+1 r+2. Then we deduce that f1f2sb⊗ bt f1s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+2 and
f1f2sb⊗ bt f2s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+2. Therefore, we obtain sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+2 and hence sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1.
Case 2. f1 f2 ∈ E−. Then by the same method as in Case 1 we get
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r+1. Hence sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1.
Case 3. f1 ∈ E+ and f2 ∈ E−. Then f1sa ⊗ at f1s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r
and f2sa ⊗ at f2s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r . By the same method as used
in Case 1, we get sb ⊗ bt f1s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+1, while by the same
method as used in Case 2, f2sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r+1. Then it is
easy to see that sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 r+2 ◦ ξ−2i+1 2i+1−r+1. Therefore
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1.
Case 4. f1 ∈ E+ and f2 ∈ E−. Then in the way similar to that in Case 3,
we obtain sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1.
Conversely, suppose that 1 ≤ j ≤ p − 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i and sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗
bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. Then by using e1 e2 instead of f1 f2, we can get that sa⊗
at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r .
(ii) This is proved in the same way as (i).
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Lemma 21. Let p be a nonnegative integer and s t s′ t ′ ∈ S be such that
sa at s′a at ′ ∈ SE∗.
(i) For any nonnegative integers i with 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i 2i if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 0&
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i with 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 2i+1
if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 0&
Proof. (i) For the “if part,” take the elements s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Let
e1 e2 ∈ E be such that e1 is minimal over sb⊗ bt and e2 is minimal over
s′b ⊗ bt ′. Suppose that (sb ⊗ bt, s′b ⊗ bt ′) ∈ τ2i 2i. Then we can assume
that both sb⊗ bt and s′b⊗ bt ′ are in SE∗ ⊗E SE∗.
Case 1. e1 e2 ∈ E+. Then (sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ ξ+2i 0. By Lemma 12(i),
(sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ ξ+2i+1 1. By the deﬁnition of τ2i+1 0, (sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′)
∈ τ2i+1 0.
Case 2. e1 e2 ∈ E−. Then (sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ ξ−2i+1 2i+1. By the deﬁ-
nition of τ2i+1 0, (sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ τ2i+1 0.
Case 3. e1 ∈ E+ and e2 ∈ E−. Then (sb ⊗ bt, e1s′b ⊗ bt ′) ∈ ξ+2i 0 and
(e2sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′) ∈ ξ−2i+1 2i+1. Then by the deﬁnition of ξ+2i 0 sbt =
e1s
′bt ′ and hence sbt = e2sbt. Thus we have (sb ⊗ bt e2sb ⊗ bt) ∈ ξ+2i 0.
By Lemma 12(i), (sb⊗ bt, e2sb⊗ bt) ∈ ξ+2i+1 1. Therefore, sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ ξ+2i+1 1 ◦ ξ−2i+1 2i+1 and so, (sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ τ2i+1 0.
Case 4. e1 ∈ E− and e2 ∈ E+. This is proved similarly to the proof of
Case 3.
The “only if” part of the proof of (i) is proved similarly.
(ii) The proof is similar to the one used in (i).
We close this subsection with the following lemma.
Lemma 22. The relation τSE+∪SE0I+0  ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−1  is the identity
relation.
Proof. Since I+0 = Sa ∩ SE+ ∪ SE0 and I−1 = Sa ∩ SE− ∪ SE0, we
know that RSE+ ∪ SE0 I+0  ∪ RSE− ∪ SE0 I−1  ⊆ RS Sa, and hence
τSE+∪SE0I+0 ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−1  ⊆ τSSa. By the condition (10) the latter is
the identity relation. Therefore the result follows.
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4.2. The Proof of Proposition 2 in
the Case That Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∪ ∪mi=1Gzi m ≥ 2
Throughout this subsection, we assume that Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∪
∪mi=1Gzim ≥ 2.
To prove Proposition 2, we prove ﬁrst the following lemma.
Lemma 23. (i) There exist u ∈ S and ga gb ∈ G such that z1 = gaua =
gbub.
(ii) For any 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and for any s ∈ S,
sa ∈ Gzi if and only if sb ∈ Gzi&
(iii) Sz1 ∩ SE∗ ⊆ SE0&
Proof. (i) By (5), there exists u ∈ S with z2 = uz1. Then by (3),
z1aubu, since a > au bu > z2. Hence there exist elements ga, gb of
G such that z1 = gaua = gbub.
(ii) Let sa ∈ Gzi 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Then by (i), usb  usa and so
usb ∈ Gzi+1. Hence by (5), sb ∈ Gzi. Conversely, sb ∈ Gzis ∈ S implies
sa ∈ Gzi.
(iii) Let e ∈ E∗. Then by (i), ez1euaeub. Let f ∈ E∗ be such that
f is minimal over ez1. Then fau  fbu. By Corollary 1 of Lemma 6, fafb.
Hence f ∈ E0. Therefore Sz1 ∩ SE∗ ⊆ SE0.
For any s ∈ S, the subset t ∈ Sts ∈ SE∗ of S is denoted by s  SE∗.
Then by Lemma 23(ii), we have
Corollary. The following are equivalent.
(i) a  SE∗ = b  SE∗.
(ii) For any s ∈ S,
sa ∈ Gzm if and only if sb ∈ Gzm&
Lemma 24. Assume that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. Then there exists an idem-
potent h0 ∈ E0 such that Szm ∩ SE∗ ⊆ Sh0&
Proof. By assumption, there exists s ∈ S such that either sa ∈ Gzm sb ∈
SE∗ or sb ∈ Gzm sa ∈ SE∗. In the former case, let e ∈ E∗ be such that e is
minimal over sb. By Lemma 23(iii) there exists h0 ∈ E0 such that h0 is min-
imal over ezm. Take any f ∈ E0. Then fzmfsafsbh0fsbh0fsah0fzm.
Hence fzm = h0fzm for all f ∈ E0. Therefore, Szm ∩ SE∗ ⊆ Sh0. In the
later case, we can prove the lemma similarly.
We shall deﬁne relations =a>a >b ?a, and ?b on S ⊗E S as follows.
Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over s⊗ t and
f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′.
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(i) s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ =a if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1a f1t = t1a f2s′ = s2a f2t ′ = t2a
and
s1at1 = s2at2&
(ii) s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ >a if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1a f1t = t1a f2s′ = s2a f2t ′ = t2a
f1s f1t f2s
′ f2t
′ ∈ SE0a ∪ Sz1 and s1at1 = s2at2&
(iii) s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ >b if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1b f1t = t1b f2s′ = s2b f2t ′ = t2b
f1s f1t f2s
′ f2t
′ ∈ SE0b ∪ Sz1 and s1bt1 = s2bt2&
(iv) s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ ?a if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1a f1t = t1a f2s′ = s2a f2t ′ = t2a
either f1s f2s
′ ∈ SE0a ∪ Sz1 or f1t t2t ′ ∈ SE0a ∪ Sz1
and s1b = s2b bt1 = bt2&
(v) s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ ?b if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1b f1t = t1b f2s′ = s2b f2t ′ = t2b
either f1s f2s
′ ∈ SE0b ∪ Sz1 or f1t f2t ′ ∈ SE0b ∪ Sz1
and s1a = s2a at1 = at2&
Under the assumption that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗, we deﬁne relations
χa χb on S ⊗E S by using the idempotent h0 given by Lemma 24(iii) as
follows.
Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over s⊗ t and
f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′.
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(vi) s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χa if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1a f1t = t1a f2s′ = s2a f2t ′ = t2a
at least one of f1s and f1t belongs to Szm, at least one of f2s′ and f2t ′
belongs to Szm, and
h0s1at1 = h0s2at2&
(vii) s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χb if and only if there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such
that
f1s = s1b f1t = t1b f2s′ = s2b f2t ′ = t2b
at least one of f1s and f1t belongs to Szm, at least one of f2s′ and f2t ′
belongs to Szm, and
h0s1bt1 = h0s2bt2&
Remark 5. (i) All of the relations =a, >a, >b, ?a, ?b, χa, and χb are
S-compatible. It is clear that all the relations other than ?a and ?b are
transitive.
(ii) The subscript a or b of the above relations implies that the
domain of the relations is an S-bisubset of Sa ⊗E aS × Sa ⊗E aS or
an S-bisubset of Sb⊗E bS × Sb⊗E bS, respectively.
(iii) Let ρ, θ be any pair of distinct relations from the four relations
τj r , >, χa, and χb. Let ρ ◦ θ be the product of the relations ρ and θ. Then
it follows that if s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ (resp., sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′) ∈ ρ ◦ θ then there exist s′′ t ′′ ∈ S such that sa ⊗ at s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ ρ
and s′′a ⊗ at ′′ s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ θ (resp., sb ⊗ bt s′′b ⊗ bt ′′ ∈ ρ and s′′b ⊗
bt ′′ s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ θ ).
In fact, if >a ∈ ρ θ then sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ belongs to τj r ◦ >a (or
>a ◦ τj r). Since the domain of >a is contained in Sa ∩ Sb ⊗S Sa ∩ Sb,
there exist s′′ t ′′ ∈ S such that sa⊗ at s′′a⊗ at ′′ ∈ τj r (or >a) and s′′a⊗
at ′′ s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ >a (or τj r), as required. If >b ∈ ρ θ then the result
follows similarly.
Also if either ρ θ = τj r χa = or ρ θ = τj r χb then the inter-
section of the domains of the two relations is contained in SE0 ⊗S SE0
and hence the result follows. If ρ θ = χa χb then the result follows
from the fact that Sb⊗E Szm ∪ Szm ⊗E Sb ∩ SE∗ ⊗S SE∗ ⊆ Sh0 ⊗S Sh0 ⊆
Sa⊗S Sa.
Lemma 25. (i) >a equals >b.
Hereafter let > denote simply >a = >b.
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(ii) Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and sa at s′a at ′ sb bt s′b bt ′ ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0.
Then
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ > if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ >&
(iii) The restriction of > to SE∗ ⊗E E∗S coincides with the restriction of
all of the relations τj r to SE0 ⊗E SE0.
Proof. (i) Let s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ >a, where s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Let f1 f2 ∈ E
be such that f1 is minimal over s ⊗ t, f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′. By the
deﬁnition of >a we have f1 f2 ∈ E0 ∪ 1, f1s f1t f2s′ f2t ′ ∈ SE0a ∪ Sz1,
and s1at1 = s2at2 where s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S, f1s = s1a f1t = t1a f2s′ = s2a, and
f2t
′ = t2a. Since SE0a ∪ Sz1 = SE0b ∪ Sz1 we may write f1s = s′1b f1t =
t ′1b f2s
′ = s′2b f2t ′ = t ′2b, where s′1 t ′1 s′2 t ′2 ∈ S. To prove that s′1bt ′1 = s′2bt ′2,
let e1 e2 ∈ E be such that e1 is minimal over s′1bt ′1 and e2 is minimal over
s′2bt
′
2. Note ﬁrst that e1 and e2 are in E
0 ∪ 1.
Case 1. e1 = 1. Then it is easy to see that s t ∈
⋃m
i=1Gzi. By Lemma
23(i) we may write s = gsuia, t = gtuja, where gs gt ∈ G and 1 ≤ i j ≤
m− 1. Then s′1bt ′1= s1at ′1 = gsuiat ′1 = gsui−1uat ′1 = gsui−1g−1a gbubt ′1
since ua = g−1a gbub = gsui−1g−1a gbuat1 = g−1a gbst1 = g−1a gbs1at1.
Since s1at1 = s2at2, we have s′ t ′ ∈
⋃m
i=1Gzi. Similarly it is proved that
s′2bt
′
2 = g−1a gbs2at2. Hence s′1bt ′1 = s′2bt ′2. Therefore s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ >a.
Case 2. e1 ∈ E0. Then we obtain e2 ∈ E0 since otherwise e1 = 1. Then
it is obvious that s′1bt
′
1e1s1at1 and s
′
2bt
′
2e2s2at2. Thus we have s
′
1bt
′
1 =
e2s
′
1bt
′
1 and s
′
2bt
′
2 = e1s′2bt ′2. Hence e1 = e2, say e. Since f1 ≥ e and f2 ≥ e,
we have es′1b= es = es1a, ebt ′1= et = eat1, es′2b= es′ = es2a, and
ebt ′2= et ′ = eat2. Since e ∈ E0 we get ea = geb for some ge ∈ Ge. Hence
s′1bt
′
1= es1at ′1 = ges1bt ′1 = ges1at1 = ges2at2 = ges2bt ′2 = es2at ′2 =
es′2bt2 = s′2bt ′2. Therefore s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ >b.
The converse is proved in the same way as above.
(ii) Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and sa at s′a at ′ sb bt s′b bt ′ ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0.
Suppose that sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ >. By the deﬁnition of > and
Lemma 7(ii), we have sat = s′at ′ since sa at ≥ sat and s′a at ′ ≥ s′at ′.
To prove that sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ >, it sufﬁces to show tha sbt = s′bt ′.
Let f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over sbt and f2 is minimal over
s′bt ′.
Case 1. f1 = 1 or f2 = 1. Then we can assume that f1 = 1. By
Lemma 23(ii) we get sb bt ∈ ⋃m−1i=1 Gzi and since by (3) s t ∈ S − G.
Again by Lemma 23(ii), sasb and atbt. Since sat = s′at ′, it follows
from the same argument as used above that s′a at ′ s′b bt ′ ∈ ⋃m−1i=1 Gzi,
s′as′b and at ′bt ′. Of course f2 = 1. We can write at = uat1 and
sb = s2ub, where t1 s2 ∈ S. By Lemma 23(i) we know that ua =
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ubg−1b ga. Then sat= saut1 = sbug−1b gat1 = s2ubug−1b gat1 =
s2uaut1 = s2uat = s2ubg−1b gat = sbg−1b gat = sbtg−1b ga.
Similarly, s′at ′ = s′bt ′g−1b ga. Hence sbt = gbg−1a sat = gbg−1a s′at ′ = s′bt ′.
Therefore sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ >.
Case 2. f1 f2 ∈ E0. Then f2sbtf2sat = f2s′at ′f2s′bt ′ = s′bt ′. Hence
f2 ≥ f1. Similarly, we get f1 ≥ f2. Then we obtain that f1 = f2 and there
exists g ∈ Gf1 such that f1b = ga. Hence sbt = gsat = gs′at ′ = s′bt ′.
The reverse implication is proved similarly.
(iii) Since SE0a ∪ Sz1 ∩ SE∗ ⊆ SE0, the result follows from
Remark 3(ii) and the deﬁnition of τjr .
Lemma 26. (i) If sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ?a and s t ∈ S −G, then sa⊗
at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ >.
(ii) If sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ?b and s t ∈ S −G, then sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ >.
(iii) The restrictions of ?a and ?b to SE∗ ⊗E SE∗ coincide with the
restriction of all of the relations τj r to SE0 ⊗E SE0.
(iv) ?a ◦ ?a ⊆ ?a ∪ > and ?b ◦ ?b ⊆ ?b ∪ >.
Proof. (i) Let sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ?a, where s t ∈ S −G and s′ t ′ ∈
S. Let f1 f2 ∈ E such that f1 is minimal over sa⊗ at and f2 is minimal over
s′a⊗ at ′. Then we can assume that s = f1s t = f1t, s′ = f2s′, and t ′ = f2t ′.
By the deﬁnition of ?a, we can assume that sb = s′b, bt = bt ′ and both sa
and s′a are in Sz1 ∪ SE0. Then by (3) we have t ′ ∈ S −G since t ∈ S −G
and bt = bt ′. By (5) both at and at ′ are in Sz1 ∪ SE∗. If at ∈ SE∗ then
f1 ∈ E∗, sa ∈ SE0, and hence f1 ∈ E0. Thus, at ∈ SE0. Similarly we have
at ′ ∈ SE0. On the other hand, we have sat= s′at = s′at ′, since sb = s′b,
bt = bt ′, and at s′a ∈ Sb. Therefore, sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ >.
(ii) This is proved similarly to (i).
(iii) By (i) the restriction of ?a and ?b to SE∗ ⊗E SE∗ is contained in
>. Thus the result follows from Lemma 25(iii).
(iv) Suppose that sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ?a ◦ ?a. Then there exist
s′′ t ′′ ∈ S such that sa ⊗ at s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ ?a and s′′a ⊗ at ′′ s′a ⊗ at ′
∈ ?a. Let f1 f2 f3 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over sa ⊗ at, f2 is
minimal over s′a ⊗ at ′ and f3 is minimal over s′′a ⊗ at ′′. We can assume
that s = f1s, t = f1t s′ = f2s′ t ′ = f2t ′, and s′′ = f3s′′ t ′′ = f3t ′′. Then by
the deﬁnition of ?a sb = s′′b bt = bt ′′, and s′′b = s′b, bt ′′ = bt ′. Hence
sb = s′b bt = bt ′. If either sa s′a ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0 or at at ′ ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0
then we are done. By the deﬁnition of ?a we can assume that sa s′′a ∈
Sz1 ∪ SE0 and at ′′ at ′ ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0. Then by (3), s′′ t ′′ ∈ S − G. By (i)
we obtain sa ⊗ at s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ > and s′′a ⊗ at ′′ s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ >. Hence
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ >. Similarly we can prove that ?b ◦ ?b ⊆ ?b ∪ >.
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Lemma 27. (i) The restrictions of χa and χb to SE∗ ⊗E SE∗ coincide
with the restriction of τj r to Sh0 ⊗E Sh0.
(ii) The restrictions of χa and χb to Sa ∩ Sb ⊗E Sa ∩ Sb coincide
with the restriction of > to Sz1 ⊗E Szm ∪ Szm ⊗E Sz1.
(iii) The relation χa ◦ ?a (resp. ?a ◦ χa ) is contained in χa ∪ χa ◦ >
(resp. χa ∪ > ◦ χa).
(iv) The relation χb ◦ ?b (resp. ?b ◦ χb) is contained in χb ∪ χb ◦ >
(resp. χb ∪ > ◦ χb).
Proof. (i) Let s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χa ∩ SE∗ ⊗E SE∗ × SE∗ ⊗E SE∗,
where s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Then there exist f1 f2 ∈ E∗ such that f1 is minimal
over s ⊗ t and f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′. Since either s ∈ Szm or t ∈ Szm,
it follows from Lemma 24 that f1 = h0f1. Similarly, f2 = h0f2. By Remark
3(i), s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ τj r . It is obvious that s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χb. Similarly
we can show that s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χb implies s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ τj r and s ⊗
t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χa. Finally, let s⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ τj r , where s t s′ t ′ ∈ Sh0. Then
s t s′ t ′ ∈ Szm and clearly s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χa ∩ χb.
(ii) Suppose s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χa ∪ χb, where s t s′ t ′ ∈ Sa ∩ Sb. Let
f1 f2 ∈ E such that f1 is minimal over s ⊗ t and f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′.
If f1 ∈ E∗, then by Lemma 24, f1s = h0f1s. Hence f1s f1t ∈ SE0. If
f1 = 1, by (5) we have s t ∈ Sz1. In any case, f1s f1t ∈ SE0 ∪ Sz1. Similary
we have f2s′ f2t ′ ∈ SE0 ∪ Sz1. Then it is clear that s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ > and
both s ⊗ t and s′ ⊗ t ′ belong to Sz1 ⊗E Szm ∪ Szm ⊗E Sz1.
Conversely it is trivial that the restriction of > given in the statement (ii)
is contained in χa ∩ χb.
(iii) Let sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ χa and s′a ⊗ at ′ s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ ?a,
where s t s′ t ′ s′′ t ′′ ∈ S. Let f1 f2 f3 ∈ E be such that f1 is mini-
mal over sa ⊗ at f2 is minimal over s′a ⊗ at ′, and f3 is minimal over
s′′a ⊗ at ′′. We can assume that s = f1s t = f1t s′ = f2s′ t ′ = f2t ′, and
s′′ = f3s′′ t ′′ = f3t ′′. If either s′ t ′ ∈ S − G or s′′ t ′′ ∈ S − G then by
Lemma 26(i), sa ⊗ at s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ χa ◦ >. So we can assume that
s′ s′′ ∈ G, since by the deﬁnition of ?a s′b = s′′b bt ′ = bt ′′. Especially
bt ′′ ∈ Szm by the deﬁnition of χa. Thus, at ′ at ′′ ∈ Gzm since f2 = f3 = 1.
Then we have h0s′at ′ = h0s′′at ′′, since s′b = s′′b bt ′ = bt ′′ and h0ah0b.
Therefore, s′a ⊗ at ′ s′′a ⊗ at ′′ ∈ χa. Since χa is transitive, the result
follows.
(iv) This is proved in a way similar to (iii).
We deﬁne relation B0 0 on S ⊗E S as
B0 0 =
{ 1S⊗ES ∪ τ0 0 ∪=a ∪ ?bt if a  SE∗ = b  SE∗1S⊗ES ∪ τ0 0 ∪=a ∪ ?b ∪ χbt otherwise,
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where τ0 0 is the relation deﬁned in the previous subsection and the symbol
ρt denotes the transitive closure of a relation ρ.
Lemma 28. (i) If a  SE∗ = b  SE∗ then B0 0 = 1S⊗ES ∪ τ0 0 ∪=a ∪
?b.
(ii) If a  SE∗ = b  SE∗ then
B0 0 = 1S⊗ES ∪ τ0 0 ∪=a ∪ ?b ∪ χb ∪ τ0 0 ∪=a
◦χb ∪ χb ◦ τ0 0 ∪=a&
Proof. Note ﬁrst that > ⊆ =a. We know that ξ+0 0 ⊆ =a. Moreover, it
follows from Remark 3(iii) that both ξ−1 1 ◦=a and =a ◦ ξ−1 1 are contained
in =a. Consequently we have =a ◦ τ0 0 ∪ τ0 0 ◦ =a ⊆ =a.
(i) Suppose that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. By Remark 6(i) the relations
=a, τ0 0 are transitive. By Lemma 26(iv), ?b ◦ ?b ⊆ ?b ∪ >. Then ?b ◦ ?b ⊆
?b ∪=a. By Lemma 27(ii) and the above note we have ?b ◦ =a ∪ τ0 0 ⊆
=a, =a ∪ τ0 0 ◦ ?b ⊆ =a. Consequently, the relation given on the right
side in the statement (i) is transitive. Thus the result follows.
(ii) Suppose that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. By Remark 6(i), χb is tran-
sitive. By Lemma 27(iv) and the note, we have χb ◦ ?b ⊆ χb ∪ χb ◦ > ⊆
χb ∪ χb ◦=a and ?b ◦ χb ⊆ χb ∪ > ◦ χb ⊆ χb ∪=a ◦ χb. To show the rela-
tion given on the right side in the statement (ii) is transitive, it sufﬁces to
prove the following three inclusions:
(A) χb ◦ τ0 0 ◦ χb ⊆ χb ;
(B) χb ◦=a ◦ χb ⊆ χb ;
(C) τ0 0 ∪=a ◦ χb ◦ τ0 0 ∪=a ⊆ =a.
Proof of (A). Taking the domains of relations χb and τ0 0 into con-
sideration, we get, by Lemma 27(i), χb ◦ τ0 0 ◦ χb = χb ◦ χb ◦ χb. Thus
χb ◦ τ0 0 ◦ χb ⊆ χb.
Proof of (B). Taking the domains of relations χb and =a into consider-
ation we know that χb ◦=a ◦ χb = χb ◦ > ◦ χb. By Lemma 27(ii), χb ◦ > ◦
χb = χb ◦ χb ◦ χb. Hence χb ◦=a ◦ χb ⊆ χb.
Proof of (C). Taking the domains of relations χb τ00, and =a into con-
sideration, it follows from Lemma 27(ii) that χb can be substituted by >
and so, by =a. Then we obtain (C) by the note. The proof of the lemma is
complete.
Lemma 29. The relation B0 0 is an S-congruence on Sa ⊗E aS and the
restriction of B0 0 to Sa⊗E aS equals =a.
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Proof. By Remark 5(i) each of the relations =a ?b, and χb is S-
compatible. Hence B0 0 is an S-congruence. The latter part of the
statement follows from Lemma 26(ii), Lemma 27(ii), and Lemma 29.
We deﬁne relations Bj r on S ⊗E S as follows.
Bj r is the transitive closure of the union of the S-compatible equivalence
relations 1S⊗ES τj r > ?a ?b χa, and χb. Namely, for any integers j r such
that 1 ≤ j and 0 ≤ r ≤ j,
Bj r =
{ 1S⊗ES ∪ τj r ∪ > ∪ ?a ∪ ?bt if a  SE∗ = b  SE∗,1S⊗ES ∪ τj r ∪ > ∪ ?a ∪ ?b ∪ χa ∪ χbt otherwise,
where τj r are S-congruences on the S-biset Sa ∪ SbE∗ ⊗E Sa ∪ SbE∗
given in the previous subsection.
Lemma 30. For any integers j r such that 1 ≤ j and 0 ≤ r ≤ j the follow-
ing hold.
(i) If a  SE∗ = b  SE∗ then Bj r = 1S⊗ES ∪ τj r ∪ > ∪ ?a ∪ ?b ∪
τj r ◦ > ∪ > ◦ τj r .
(ii) If a  SE∗ = b  SE∗ then Bj r = 1S⊗ES ∪ τj r ∪ > ∪ ?a ∪ ?b ∪
χa ∪ χb ∪ τj r ◦>∪> ◦ τj r ∪ τj r ∪> ◦ χa ∪ χb ∪ χa ∪ χb ◦ τj r ∪> ∪
χa ◦ χb ∪ χb ◦ χa.
Proof. Notice by Remark 5(i) that all of the relations τj r > χa χb are
transitive. Also by Lemma 26(iv) we know that ?a ◦ ?a ⊆ ?a ∪ >. ?b ◦ ?b ⊆
?b ∪ >.
(i) Suppose that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. It follows from the deﬁni-
tion of ?a ?b and Lemma 26 (i),(ii) that ?a ◦ τj r ∪ > ∪ ?b ⊆ > ◦ τj r ∪
> τj r ∪>∪ ?b ◦ ?a ⊆ τj r ∪> ◦ >?b ◦ τj r ∪>∪ ?a ⊆ > ◦ τj r ∪>,
and τj r ∪ > ∪ ?a ◦ ?b ⊆ τj r ∪ > ◦ >.
Next it follows from Lemma 25(iii) that > ◦ τj r ◦ > ⊆ > and τj r ◦ > ◦
τj r ⊆ τj r . Hence the relation given on the right side in the statement (i)
is transitive. Thus the result follows.
(ii) Suppose that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. By Lemma 26(i),(ii),
Lemma 27(iii), (iv) we get χa ∪ χb ◦ ?a ∪ ?b ⊆ χa ∪ χb ◦ >,
?a ∪ ?b ◦ χa ∪ χb ⊆ > ◦ χa ∪ χb. By Lemma 27(ii), χa ∪ χb ◦
> ◦ χa ∪ χb ⊆ χa ∪ χb ◦ χa ∪ χb.
To complete the proof, it sufﬁces to prove the following four inclusions.
(A) > ∪ χa ∪ χb ◦ τj r ◦ > ∪ χa ∪ χb ⊆ > ∪ χa ∪ χb ◦ >∪
χa ∪ χb.
(B) τj r ∪ χa ∪ χb ◦ > ◦ τj r ∪ χa ∪ χb ⊆ τj r ∪ χa ∪ χb ◦ τj r ∪
χa ∪ χb.
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(C) τj r ∪ > ∪ χb ◦ χa ◦ τj r ∪ > ∪ χb ⊆ τj r ∪ > ∪ χb ◦ τj r∪
> ∪ χb.
(D) τj r ∪ > ∪ χa ◦ χb ◦ τj r ∪ > ∪ χa ⊆ τj r ∪ > ∪ χa ◦ τj r∪
> ∪ χa.
Proof of (A). Taking the domains of relations τj r > χa, and χb into
consideration, it follows from Lemma 25(iii) that τj r can be substituted by
>. Then we obtain (A).
Proof of (C). Taking the domains of relations χa, τj r , >, and χb into
consideration, we deduce from Lemma 27(ii) that χb can be substituted by
>. Then we obtain (C).
Proof of (D). This is proved similarly to (C).
Proof of (B). Take an element sa⊗ at from the intersection of domains
of τj r and > and an element s′a⊗ at ′ from the intersection of domains of
> and χa, where s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. If sa⊗ at, s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ > then in the same
way as in the proof of Lemma 27(iii), one can show that sat = s′at ′ and
sat = h0sat. Thus it is easy to see that τj r ◦> ◦ χa ⊆ τj r ◦ χa. Similarly we
obtain that χa ◦ > ◦ τj r ⊆ χa ◦ τj r τj r ◦ > ◦ χb ⊆ τj r ◦ χb, and χb ◦ > ◦
τj r ⊆ χb ◦ τj r . Then (B) is obtained.
Therefore the relation given on the right side in the statement (ii) is
transitive. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 31. The relations Bj r are S-congruences on S ⊗E S and the
restriction of Bj r to Sa ∪ SbE∗ ⊗E Sa ∪ SbE∗ equals τj r for all integers
j r such that 1 ≤ j and 0 ≤ r ≤ j.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of Bj r , it is an equivalence relation. By
Remark 5(i), Bj r is an S-congruence on S ⊗E S. The latter half of the
statement of the lemma follows from Lemma 25, Lemma 26, Lemma 27,
and Lemma 30.
Now we shall show
Lemma 32. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE+∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity
relation on S. Let e f ∈ E be such that e is minimal over sa ⊗ at and f
is minimal over sb⊗ bt. Then the following hold:
(i) sa ⊗ at fsa ⊗ at ∈ B2i+1 r for all integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p−
1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i and
sa⊗ at fsa⊗ at ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
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(ii) sb⊗ bt esb⊗ bt ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p−
1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ 2i and
sb⊗ bt esb⊗ bt ∈ B2i+1 r for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
Proof. (i) We will prove only the ﬁrst part of the statement (i). So we
let 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i. Let s t e f be the same as in the
statement of the theorem. We can assume that f = 1. Then f ∈ E∗.
Case 1. e ∈ E∗. Then esb⊗ bt = efsb⊗ bt. By using Lemma 20(i), we
get (sa⊗ at, fsa⊗ at) ∈ B2i+1 r .
Case 2. e = 1. Then by the corollary of Lemma 23, we get a  SE∗ =
b  SE∗ and either sa ∈ Gzm or at ∈ Gzm. So we may assume that sa ∈
Gzm. Hence (sa⊗ at, h0sa⊗ at) ∈ χa. Since h0sah0sb = h0fbs, we have
h0sa = fh0sa. Hence fsa⊗ at = h0sa⊗ at. We deduce that (sa⊗ at, fsa⊗
at) ∈ B2i+1r .
(ii) Similarly, it is proved.
Lemma 33. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE+∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity
relation on S. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S.
(i) If sa⊗ at = s′a⊗ at ′, then
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i
and
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
(ii) If sb⊗ bt = s′b⊗ bt ′, then
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i
and
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
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Proof. (i) We will prove only the ﬁrst part of the statement (i). So we
let i r be integers such that 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i. Suppose that
sa⊗ at = s′a⊗ at ′, where s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Let e ∈ E be such that e is minimal
over sa⊗ at. Let f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over sb⊗ bt and f2
is minimal over s′b⊗ bt ′. By Lemma 32(ii) we can assume that e ≥ f1 and
e ≥ f2.
Case 1. f1 f2 ∈ E∗. Then flsa ⊗ at = fls′a ⊗ at ′l = 1 2. Hence by
Lemma 20(i), sb⊗ bt f1s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1 and f2sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈
τ2i+1 r+1. Therefore, sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1.
Case 2. 1 = e = f1 and f2 ∈ E∗. Then by Lemma 7(ii) either s′b ∈ SE∗
or bt ′ ∈ SE∗. So we can assume that s′b ∈ SE∗. On the other hand by (5),
s′a ∈ ∪mi=1Gzi, since e = 1. By using Lemma 23(ii) we have s′a ∈ Gzm. By
Lemma 7(i), s′a = sa and hence sa ∈ Gzm. Also since f1 = 1, by using
Lemma 23(ii) we can show that sb ∈ Gzm. Since a  SE∗ = b  SE∗, we
get sb⊗ bt h0sb⊗ bt ∈ χb. By the same way as in Case 1, we get (h0sb⊗
bt, h0s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. Hence (h0sb⊗ bt, f2h0sb⊗ bt) ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. Next
we note that f2h0sb ⊗ bt = f2sb ⊗ bt, since f2sb ∈ Szm ∩ SE∗ ⊆ Sh0 by
Lemma 24. Thus we have (h0sb ⊗ bt, f2sb⊗ bt) ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. By the same
way as in Case 1, we get f2sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. So we deduce
that sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ χb ◦ τ2i+1 r+1.
Case 3. 1 = e = f2 and f1 ∈ E∗. This is proved in the same way as in
Case 2.
Case 4. 1 = e = f1 = f2. Then by Lemma 7(i), sa = s′a and at = at ′.
Subcase 4.1. s ∈ S −G. Then s′ ∈ S −G and by (5) sb s′b ∈ ∪mi=1Gzi
since sb s′b ∈ SE∗. Then we deduce that (sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ ?b.
Subcase 4.2. t ∈ S −G. In the same way as in Subcase 4.1 we prove
that sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ?b.
Subcase 4.3. s t ∈ G. Then by (3) it follows from the above equality
that s′ t ′ are in G. Then by (10), s = s′ and t = t ′. Hence sb ⊗ bt =
s′b⊗ bt ′.
In all cases, (sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′) ∈ B2i+1 r+1.
(ii) In the same way as in (i), we can prove this result.
Lemma 34. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE+∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity
relation on S. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S.
(i) If sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ?a, then
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i
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and
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
(ii) If sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ?b, then
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i
and
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 for all integers i r with
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i+ 1&
Proof. (i) We will prove only the ﬁrst part of the statement (i). So we
let i r be integers such that 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i. By the deﬁnition
of ?a, there exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such that
sa⊗ at = s1a⊗ at1 s′a⊗ at ′ = s2a⊗ at2 s1b = s2b and bt1 = bt2&
By Lemma 33(i), both of sb⊗ bt s1b⊗ bt1 and s′b⊗ bt ′ s2b⊗ bt2 are
in B2i+1 r+1. Then the result follows.
(ii) It is proved in the same way as in (i).
Lemma 35. Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity
relation on S. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S.
(i) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r
if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1&
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤
2i+ 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r
if and only if sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1&
Proof. (i) We will prove only the ﬁrst part of statement (i). So we
let i r be integers such that 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i. Suppose that
s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r . We shall show that sb ⊗
bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1. Let e1 e2 ∈ E be such that e1 is minimal over
sa⊗ at and e2 is minimal over s′a⊗ at ′. Let f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is
minimal over sb⊗ bt and f2 is minimal over s′b⊗ bt ′. By Lemma 33(i), we
can assume that e1 ≥ f1 and e2 ≥ f2. Also by Lemma 33(ii), we can assume
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that e1 ≤ f1 and e2 ≤ f2. Hence e1 = f1 and e2 = f2. Now we can assume
that s = e1s and t = e1t s′ = e2s′, and t ′ = e2t ′.
First we deal with the case where a  SE∗ = b  SE∗.
By Lemma 30(i), we divide our argument into several subcases.
Subcase 1. sa ⊗ at = s′a ⊗ at ′. Then the result follows from
Lemma 31.
Subcase 2. sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r . Then by Lemma 19(i), we
have sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1 ⊆ B2i+1 r+1.
Subcase 3. sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ >. Then e1 e2 ∈ E0 ∪ 1 since
sa at s′a at ′ ∈ Sz1 ∪ SE0. Hence f1 f2 ∈ E0 ∪ 1 and so sb bt s′b bt ′ ∈
Sz1 ∪ SE0. By Lemma 25(ii), sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ > and hence it is in
B2i+1 r+1.
Subcase 4. sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ ?a. By Lemma 34(i), sa⊗ at s′a⊗
at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1.
Subcase 5. sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ ?b. Then s t s′ t ′ ∈ S − G. By
Lemma 26(ii), sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ > and hence sb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈
B2i+1 r+1.
In the remaining subcase, sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ belongs to τ2i+1 r+1 ◦ > (or
> ◦ τ2i+1 r+1). By Remark 5(iii) each subcase is attributed to the Subcases
2 and 3. We are done.
Next we shall deal with the case where a  SE∗ = b  SE∗. By
Lemma 30(ii), it sufﬁces to show the following subcases:
Subcase 6. sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ χa. If e1 e2 ∈ E∗ then this is
attributed to Case 2. We may assume that e1 = 1. By the deﬁnition of
χa, either sa or at is in Gzm. We may assume that sa ∈ Gzm. By using
Lemma 23(ii) we have sb ∈ Gzm, since by the assumption e1 = f1 and so
f1 = 1. Hence sb ⊗ bt h0sb ⊗ bt ∈ χb. On the other hand, by Lemma
27(i), h0sa ⊗ at h0s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. Since h0ah0b, it follows that
h0sb⊗ bt h0s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ2i+1 r+1. If e2 = 1 then f2 = 1. Again, by the def-
inition of χa, either s′a or at ′ is in Gzm and so s′b⊗ bt ′ h0s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ χb.
Hence sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1. If e2 ∈ E∗ then by the deﬁnition of
χa f2 = e2 ≤ h0 and so f2 ≤ h0. Hence s′b⊗ bt ′ = h0s′b⊗ bt ′. Therefore
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ χb.
Subcase 7. sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ χb. By Lemma 27(ii), sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ > and hence sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1.
In the remaining subcase, sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ belongs to the product of a
pair of two distinct relations from τ2i+1 r , >, χa, and χb. By Remark 5(iii)
each of the subcases are attributed to two of (non-product) Subcases 2, 3,
6 and 7. Then the proof of sufﬁciency is done.
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Conversely, we can prove, in the same way as above, that sb⊗ bt s′b⊗
bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1 implies sa ⊗ at s′a ⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r . Consequently, we
obtain the result (i).
(ii) In the same way as in (i), we can prove result (ii).
Lemma 36. Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 ∪ τSE+∪SE0I+2p+1 is the identity
relation on S. Let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S.
(i) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i,
sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r if and only if sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1&
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤
2i+ 1,
sb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ B2i+1 r
if and only if sa⊗ at s′a⊗ at ′ ∈ B2i+1 r+1&
Proof. These are proved in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 35
by establishing analogues of Lemmas 32 through 34.
Let W0 0 = S ⊗E S/B0 0 and for integers j ≥ 1 and j ≥ r ≥ 1, let Wj r =
S ⊗E S/Bj r and wj r = ξj r1⊗ 1 ∈ Wj r .
Lemma 37. (I) Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 is the iden-
tity relation on S.
(i) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤
2i, there exists the bijective S-map φ2i+1 r  Saw2i+1 raS −→ Sbw2i+1 r+1bS
with φ2i+1 raw2i+1 ra = bw2i+1 r+1b.
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 1 ≤
r ≤ 2i + 1, there exists the bijective S-map φ2i+1 r  Sbw2i+1 rbS −→
Saw2i+1 r+1aS with φ2i+1 rbw2i+1 rb = aw2i+1 r+1a.
(II) Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 ∪ τSE−∪SE0I+2p+1 is the identity rela-
tion on S.
(iii) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i,
there exists the bijective S-map φ2i+1 r  Saw2i+1 raS −→ Sbw2i+1 r+1bS with
φ2i+1 raw2i+1 ra = bw2i+1 r+1b.
(iv) For any nonnegative integers i r with 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 1 ≤
r ≤ 2i + 1, there exists the bijective S-map φ2i+1 r  Sbw2i+1 rbS −→
Saw2i+1 r+1aS with φ2i+1 rbw2i+1 rb = aw2i+1 r+1a.
Proof. (I) These are consequences of Lemma 35.
(II) These are consequences of Lemma 36.
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Corollary. Assume that both E+ and E− are an empty set. Then for any
nonnegative integers j r with 1 ≤ j j′, and 0 ≤ r ≤ j, 0 ≤ r ′ ≤ j′ there exists
the bijective S-map  Sbwj rbS −→ Sawj′ r ′aS with bwj rb→ awj′ r ′a.
Proof. By the assumption all the relations ξ+j r , ξ
−
j r j j′ > 0 j ≥ i ≥
0 j′ ≥ i′ ≥ 0 are equal and so are all the relations Bj r , Bj′ i′ . Hence the
result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 37.
Lemma 38. (i) For any nonnegative integers i, there exists the bijective S-
map γ2i  Sbw2i 2ibS −→ Sbw2i+1 0bS with γ2ibw2i 2ib = bw2i+1 0b.
(ii) For any nonnegative integers i, there exists the bijective S-map γ2i+1
 Saw2i+1 2i+1aS −→ Saw2i+1 0aS with γ2i+1aw2i+1 2i+1a = aw2i+1 0a.
Proof. (i) We should divide the proof into two cases, because the deﬁ-
nition of B0 0 is different from that of Bj r .
Case 1. i ≥ 1. By Lemma 21, Lemma 28, and Lemma 30, it is clear.
Case 2. i = 0. By Lemma 21, Lemma 28, and Lemma 30, it sufﬁces to
prove that the restriction of =a to Sb⊗S bS is contained in >∪?b ∪ τ0 0 ◦>
∪ > ◦ τ0 0. Suppose that sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ =a, where s t s′ t ′ ∈ S. Then
Subcase 2&1& Both sb ⊗ bt and s′b ⊗ bt ′ belong to SE∗ ⊗S SE∗. Let
e1, e2 ∈ E∗ be such that e1 is minimal over sb ⊗ bt and e2 is minimal
over s′b⊗ bt ′. If e1, e2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0 then it is clear that sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′
∈ ξ+0 0. If e1, e2 ∈ E− ∪E0 then it follows from Remark 3(iii) that sb⊗ bt,
s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−1 1. If e1 ∈ E+ ∪E0 and e2 ∈ E− ∪E0 then sb⊗ bt, e1s′b⊗ bt ′
∈ ξ+0 0 (since e1s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ SE0) and e1s′b ⊗ bt ′, s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−1 1 (since
s′bt ′ = e1s′bt ′). Hence sb ⊗ bt, s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ+0 0 ◦ ξ−1 1. If e1 ∈ E− ∪ E0
and e2 ∈ E+ ∪ E0 then similarly we have sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ ξ−1 1 ◦ ξ+0 0.
Therefore sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ τ0 0.
Subcase 2&2. Neither sb ⊗ bt nor s′b ⊗ bt ′ belongs to SE∗ ⊗S SE∗.
Then by (5) sb bt s′b bt ′ ∈ Sz1 since both sb⊗ bt and s′b⊗ bt ′ are in the
domain of =a. Then by Lemma 26(ii), sb⊗ bt, s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ >.
Subcase 2&3. sb ⊗ bt belongs to SE∗ ⊗S SE∗ but s′b ⊗ bt ′ does not.
Then we assume that sb = esb bt = ebt for some e ∈ E∗. On the other
hand, we have s′b bt ′ ∈ Sz1. Also since sb ⊗ bt, s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ =a, there
exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such that s1a = sb, at1 = bt, s2a = s′b, at2 = bt ′,
and s1at1 = s2at2. Then s1at1 ∈ SE∗ ∩ Sz1 and hence, by Lemma 23(iii),
s1at1 ∈ SE0. Let f ∈ E0 with s1at1 = fs1at1. Then it is easy to see that
sb ⊗ bt fsb ⊗ bt ∈ τ0 0. On the other hand, fsb fbt ∈ SE0, s′b bt ′ ∈
Sz1 and it is easy to see that sbt = s′bt ′. Hence fsb ⊗ bt s′b ⊗ bt ′ ∈ >.
Therefore fsb⊗ bt s′b⊗ bt ′ ∈ > ◦ τ0 0.
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Subcase 2&4. s′b ⊗ bt ′ belongs to SE∗ ⊗S SE∗ but sb ⊗ bt does not.
Then it is proved similarly to Subcase 2.3.
(ii) It is proved in a way similar to that of case (1) of (i).
Lemma 39. There exists a bijective S-map δ  Sa −→ Saw0 0aS with
δa = aw0 0a.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of B0 0 the existence of the surjective S-map δ
is clear. By Lemma 28 we get the injectivity of the S-map δ.
Remark 6. (i) We describe relations among S-maps φj r , αj r , βj r and
relations among γj , γ
+
j 0, γ
−
j 0:
φ2i+1 reaw2i+1 rea
=
{
α2i+1 r+1ξ+2i+1 r+1ea⊗ ea if e ∈ E+ ∪ E0
β−12i+1 2i+1−r−1ξ−2i+1 2i+1−rea⊗ ea if e ∈ E− ∪ E0
φ2i+1 rebw2i+1 reb
=
{
α−12i+1 2i+1−r−1ξ+2i+1 2i+1−reb⊗ eb if e ∈ E+ ∪ E0
β2i+3 r+1ξ−2i+3 r+1eb⊗ eb if e ∈ E− ∪ E0
γ2i+1eaw2i+1 2i+1ea
=
{
ξ+2i+1 2i+1ea⊗ ea if e ∈ E+ ∪ E0
γ−2i+1 0ξ−2i+1 0ea⊗ ea if e ∈ E− ∪ E0
γ2i+1ebw2i+1 2i+1eb
=
{
γ+2i+1 0ξ+2i+1 0eb⊗ eb if e ∈ E+ ∪ E0
ξ−2i+3 2i+3eb⊗ eb if e ∈ E− ∪ E0&
(ii) Assume that τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity rela-
tion on S p ≥ 0. By Lemma 37(I), Lemma 38, and Lemma 39, there exists
a sequence of bijective S-maps φj r , φj r , γj , and δ.
We draw the sequence of bijective S-maps shown in Fig. 3.
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Sa
δ−→ Saw00aS ∪ Sbw00bS
↓ γ0
Saw11aS ∪ Sbw11wbS
φ10←− Saw10aS ⊃ Sbw10bS
↓ γ1
Saw20aS ∪ Sbw20bS
φ20−→ Saw21aS ∪ Sbw21bS
φ21−→ Saw22aS ∪ Sbw22bS
↓ γ2
Saw33aS∪Sbw33bS
φ32←− Saw32aS∪Sbw32bS
φ31←− Saw31aS ∪ Sbw31bS
φ30←− Saw30aS∪Sbw30bS
↓ γ3
Saw40aS∪Sbw40bS
φ40−→ Saw41aS∪Sbw41bS
φ41−→ & & &
φ42−→ Saw43aS∪Sbw43bS
φ43−→ Saw44aS∪Sbw44bS
↓ γ4
& & &
φ50←− Saw50aS ∪ Sbw50bS
&&&
↓ γ2i
Saw2i+12i+1aS ∪ Sbw2i+12i+1bS
φ2i+12i←− & & & & & &
φ2i+10←− Saw2i+10aS ∪ Sbw2i+10bS
↓ γ2i+1
Saw2i+10aS ∪ Sbw2i+10bS
φ2i+10−→ & & & & & &
φ2i+12i+1−→ Saw2i+12i+1aS ∪ Sbw2i+12i+1bS
↓ γ2i+1
&&&
↓ γ2p−1
Saw2p−12p−1aS ∪ Sbw2p−12p−1bS
φ2p−12p←− & & & & & &
φ2p−10←− Saw2p−10aS ∪ Sbw2p−10bS
↓ γ2p−1
Saw2p0aS ∪ Sbw2p0bS
φ2p0−→ & & & & & &
φ2p2p−→ Saw2p2paS ∪ Sbw2p2pbS
FIGURE 3
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Lemma 40 (Reduction of Type II). Assume thatτSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0
I−2p+1 is the identity relation on S. Let S be the factor semigroup
S/τSE+∪SE0I+2p+1 and s¯ denote the image of s in S for any s ∈ S.
(i) SES is ES-distinct and the elements a¯ and b¯ of S are a minimal
non-ES-distinct pair in S.
(ii) The relation τSE+S ∪SE0SI
+
2p+1 is the identity relation on S.
(iii) There exists an S-biset W such that W contains S and S as S-
bisubsets and
1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a¯⊗ 1ˆ in Ya b ⊗S W ⊗S Ya b&
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4 it is proved.
(ii) By Lemma 1(v) it is proved.
(iii) By Lemma 39, there exists the S-map δ  Sa −→ Saw0 0aS
with δa = aw0 0a. By Lemma 38, there exists the bijective S-map
γ2i  Sbw2i 2ibS −→ Sbw2i+1 0bS with γ2ibw2i 2ib = bw2i+1 0b (0 ≤ i ≤
p − 1) and there exists the bijective S-map γ2i+1  Saw2i+1 2i+1aS −→
Saw2i+1 0aS with γ2i+1aw2i+12i+1a = aw2i+1 0a (0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1). Since
τSE+∪SE0I+2p ∪ τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 is the identity relation on S, by Lemma 37(I)
there exist the bijective S-maps φ2i+1 r  Saw2i+1 raS −→ Sbw2i+1 r+1bS
with φ2i+1 raw2i+1 ra = bw2i+1 r+1b 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2i and
φ2i+1 r the bijective S-map φ2i+1 r  Sbw2i+1 rbS −→ Saw2i+1 r+1aS
with φ2i+1 rbw2i+1 rb = aw2i+1 r+1a 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and 1 ≤ r ≤
2i + 1 (see Fig. 3 of Remark 6). By using Lemma 2 repeatedly, we
construct E-central S-bisets Zj r inductively:
Z0 0 = S#δW0 0 Z1 0 = Z0 0#γ0W1 0 Z1 1 = Z1 0#φ1 0W1 1
Z2 0 = Z1 1#γ1W2 0 Zj 0 = Zj−1 j−1#γj−1Wj 0
Zj r = Zj r−1#φj r−1Wj r 2 ≤ j ≤ 2p 0 ≤ r ≤ j&
Let Z = Z2p 2p. Then there exist w0 0 w0 1 & & &  w2l+1 0 ∈ Z satisfying
a = aw0 0a
bw0 0b = bw1 0b aw1 0a = bw1 1b
aw1 1a = aw2 0a
bw2i 0b = aw2i 1a & & &  bw2i 2i−1b = aw2i 2ia
bw2i 2ib = bw2i+1 0b
aw2i+1 0a = bw2i+1 1b & & &  aw2i+1 2ia = bw2i+1 2i+1b (13)
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aw2i+1 2i+1a = aw2i+1 0a
&&&
aw2p−1 2p−1a = aw2p 0a
bw2p 0b = aw2p 1a & & & 
bw2p 2p−1b = aw2p 2pa&
By (5) and the deﬁnition of B2p 2p we get
Saw2p2paS∩Sbw2p2pbS=SB2p2pz1⊗z1S∪( ⋃
e∈E+∪E0
Sξ+2p0eb⊗ebS
)
∪
( ⋃
e∈E−∪E0
Sξ−2p+12p+1ea⊗eaS
)
& (14)
Next, setting S = S/τSE+∪SE0I+2p+1, we let Z = S ⊗S Z ⊗S S and z¯
denote 1¯⊗ z ⊗ 1¯ for any z ∈ Z. Then we have a set of equations in Z,
a¯ = aw0 0a
bw0 0b = bw1 0b aw1 0a = bw1 1b
aw1 1a = aw2 0a
bw2i 0b = aw2i 1a & & &  bw2i 2i−1b = aw2i 2ia
bw2i 2ib = bw2i+1 0b
aw2i+1 0a = bw2i+1 1b & & &  aw2i+1 2ia = bw2i+1 2i+1b (15)
aw2i+1 2i+1a = aw2i+1 2i+1a
&&&
aw2p−1 2p−1a = aw2p 0a
bw2p 0b = aw2p 1a & & &  bw2p 2pb = aw2p 2pa&
Let ε denote the canonical map, Sbw2p 2pbS −→ Sbw2p 2pbS bw2p 2p
b −→ bw2p 2pb. Here we deﬁne an S-congruence ν on Sbw2p 2pbS by
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xνy x y ∈ Sbw2p 2pbS if and only if εx = εy. Then we shall show
that
the restriction of ν to Saw2p 2paS ∩ Sbw2p 2pbS
is an identity relation& (16)
By Lemma 12(ii),
⋃
e∈E+∪E0
Sξ+2p 0eb⊗ ebS is S-isomorphic to I+2p+1 as an
S-biset and hence by Lemma 1(iv), it is an S-biset. Moreover, it is clear that
SB2p 2pz1 ⊗ z1S ∪ 
⋃
e∈E−∪E0
Sξ−2p+1 2p+1ea ⊗ eaS is an S-biset. So by
(14) the S-map ε is one-to-one on the S-bisubset Saw2p 2paS ∩ Sbw2p 2pbS.
The condition (16) is satisﬁed.
Let Z′ = Z/1Z ∪ ν. Then we identify the S-bisubset Sνbw2p 2pbS of
Z′ with Sbw2p 2pbS. Thus we obtain the S-biset W = Z′#Sνbw2p 2pbSZ.
Since Z2p 2p−1 ∩ Sbw2p 2pbS = Saw2p 2paS ∩ Sbw2p 2pbS in Z, it follows
from condition (16) that W contains Z2p 2p−1 as an S-bisubset. Since by
Lemma 1(iii) the canonical map : S −→ S ⊗S Z s → 1¯ ⊗ s is injective
and by a dual of Lemma 1(iv) the canonical map : S −→ S ⊗S Z ⊗S S
⊗s → s¯ ⊗ 1¯ is injective we have W contains S as an S-bisubset. On the
other hand, by Lemma 1(iv), W contains S as an S-bisubset. Then by using
Eqs. (13) and their image (15) in Z one obtains immediately that
1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a¯⊗ 1ˆ in Ya b ⊗S W ⊗S Ya b&
The lemma is proved.
Lemma 41. (Reduction of Type II′). Assume that τSE−∪SE0I−2p+1 ∪
τSE+∪SE0I+2p+1 is the identity relation on S. Let S be the factor semi-
group S/τSE−∪SE0I−2p+3 and let s¯ denote the image of s in S for any s ∈ S.
Then
(i) SES is ES-distinct and the elements a¯ and b¯ of S are a minimal
non-ES-distinct pair in S.
(ii) The relation τSE−S ∪SE0SI
−
2p+3 on S is the identity relation.
(iii) There exists an S-biset W such that W contains S S as S-bisubsets
and
1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a¯⊗ 1ˆ in Ya b ⊗S W ⊗S Ya b&
Proof. The proof is the same as in Lemma 40.
Proof of Proposition 2 in the Case That Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∪
∪mi=1Gzi m ≥ 2. By using Lemma 22, Lemma 40 and Lemma 41
repeatedly we can obtain the reduction from the present case to the case
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that both E+ and E− are an empty set. Actually, by Lemma 22, we can
assume that the relation τSE+∪SE0I+k  is the identity relation on S. By using
Lemma 40 and Lemma 41 at most k times, we arrive at the assumption
that the relation τSE+∪SE0I+k  is the identity relation on S. In this case,
we shall prove that both E+ and E− are an empty set. Let e ∈ E+. Then
αke is not contained in the subgroup Ge of S. By the choice of the inte-
ger k there exists f ∈ E+ ∪ E0 such that αke is contained in the subgroup
Gf . Then we have e f  ∈ τSE+∪SE0I+k . Hence e = f and so ea = eb,
which contradicts e ∈ E+. Therefore E+ is an empty set. Similarly we can
prove that E− is an empty set. Hence E∗ = E0. In this case, by Corollary
of Lemma 39 there exists the bijective S-map  Sbw1 0bS −→ Saw1 0aS
with bw1 0b→ aw1 0a. Thus the S-biset Z1 0 = S#δW0 0#γ0W1 0 which
appears in the proof of Lemma 40 satisﬁes the assumption of Lemma 3.
Therefore Proposition 2 follows from Lemma 3.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 2 in the Case That Ia ∪ Ib = Sa∪ SbE∗ ∪Gz1
Throughout this subsection, we assume that Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗ ∪
Gz1.
In the case that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗, we can prove Proposition 2 in the
same way as in the previous subsection.
So we assume that a  SE∗ = b  SE∗.
In this case, if there exists h0 ∈ E0 such that SE∗ ∩ Sz1 ⊆ Sh0 then we
can prove Proposition 2 in the same way as in the previous subsection.
So if a  SE∗ ⊂ b  SE∗, then there exists s ∈ S such that sa = z1 and
sb ∈ SE∗. Let e0 ∈ E∗ be such that e0 is minimal over sb and let h0 ∈ E∗
be such that h0 is minimal over e0z1.
Also there exists t ∈ S such that tb = z1. Then ta ∈ Gz1. For any e ∈ E∗
such that e is minimal over ez1, we have eaeb, since etaetb. Thus we
have ez1= e0z1 = h0z1, since ez1 = esaesb = ee0sb. Hence SE∗ ∩ Sz1
⊆ Sh0, while, h0 ∈ E0 since h0 is minimal over e0z1 = e0ta = e0tb. In this
case, Proposition 2 is proved.
Thus we can assume that there exists c d ∈ S such that
ca = z1 and cb ∈ SE∗ and db = z1 and da ∈ SE∗& (17)
Lemma 42. (i) There exists uniquely e0 ∈ E+ ∪E0 such that SE+ ∪E0 ∩
Sz1 ⊆ Se0.
(ii) There exists uniquely f0 ∈ E− ∪ E0 such that SE− ∪ E0 ∩ Sz1 ⊆
Sf0. Set h0 = e0f0.
(iii) h0 ∈ E0.
Proof. Let c d ∈ S be as in (17).
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(i) Let e0 ∈ E∗ be such that e0 is minimal over da. Let e be any
element of E+ ∪ E0. Then ez1 = edb = dαea = e0daαe = e0ez1.
Especially, if e0 ∈ E− ∪ E0, then we have e0 ∈ E0. Then (i) is proved. The
uniqueness is obvious.
(ii) Let f0 ∈ E∗ be such that f0 is minimal over cb. Let f be any
element of E− ∪ E0. Then ez1 = eca = cβeb = f0cbβe = f0ez1.
Then f0 ∈ E0. The uniqueness is obvious.
(iii) It is easy.
Remark 8. In the lemma above, there is the possibility that e0 = f0. In
this case, SE∗ ∩ Sz1 ⊆ Sh0 for some h0 ∈ E0. So Proposition 2 is proved.
Lemma 43. (i) For any e ∈ E+ ∪ E0, αez1 = h0αez1.
(ii) For any f ∈ E− ∪ E0, βfz1 = h0βfz1.
Proof. (i) In fact αez1 = e0αez1 (by Lemma (i)) = αeca (from the
choice of f0 in the proof of Lemma 42(ii)) = ecb = ef0cb (by (ii))
= ef0cb = h0cb.
(ii) It is proved similarly to (i).
Lemma 44. (i) For e ∈ E+ ∪ E0,
ez1 ⊗ b h0ez1 ⊗ b ∈ ξ+2 1 and eb⊗ z1 h0eb⊗ z1 ∈ ξ+2 1&
(ii) For e ∈ E− ∪ E0,
ez1 ⊗ a h0ez1 ⊗ a ∈ ξ−1 1 and ea⊗ z1 h0ea⊗ z1 ∈ ξ−1 1&
Proof. (i) By Lemma 43(i), it is obvious.
(ii) By Lemma 43(ii), it is obvious.
By making use of the idempotent given in Lemma 4.2 we can deﬁne the
relation χb on S ⊗E S deﬁned in the previous subsection, again.
Namely, let s t s′ t ′ ∈ S and f1 f2 ∈ E be such that f1 is minimal over
s ⊗ t and f2 is minimal over s′ ⊗ t ′. s ⊗ t s′ ⊗ t ′ ∈ χb if and only if there
exist s1 t1 s2 t2 ∈ S such that
f1s = s1b f1t = t1b f2s′ = s2b f2t ′ = t2b
at least one of f1s and f1t belongs to Sz1
at least one of f2s
′ and f2t
′ belongs to Sz1
and h0s1bt1 = h0s2bt2&
Next we deﬁne the relation Ba on the S-biset S ⊗S S as
Ba = 1S⊗SS ∪=a ∪ ξ−1 1 ∪ χbt &
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Lemma 45. (i) The relation Ba is an S-congruence on the S-biset S ⊗S S.
Hence we let Wa denote the E-central S-bisets Wa = S ⊗S S/Ba and wa
denote the element Ba1⊗ 1.
(ii) There exists the bijective S-map δa  Sa −→ SawaaS with δaa =
awaa.
(iii) bwaz1 = h0bwaz1 and z1wab = h0z1wab.
Proof. (i) This is proved in the same way as in Lemma 29.
(ii) This is proved in the same way as in Lemma 39.
(iii) It is clear since b⊗ z1 h0b⊗ z1 z1 ⊗ b h0z1 ⊗ b ∈ χb.
For any e ∈ E we let τz1 e be the congruence on S generated byz1 ez1.
Lemma 46. Let e ∈ E and S be the factor semigroup S/τz1 e of the semi-
group S. Let s¯ denote the image of s in S.
(i) Let M be an S-biset containing S as an S-bisubset. Assume that for
any m ∈M and s ∈ S, if s ∈ Sz1m then s ∈ Sz1.
Then the canonical mapping S −→ S ⊗S M s¯ → s ⊗ 1 is an injective
S-map.
(ii) Let M be an S-biset and N an S-bisubset of M . Then if N ∩ Sz1M
⊆ eN then the canonical mapping N −→ S⊗S M m→ 1⊗m is an injective
S-map.
Proof. It is clear that for any s t ∈ S, s t ∈ τz1 e if and only if either
(A) s = t or (B) s t ∈ Sz1 and es = et.
(i) Let s t ∈ S and s¯ ⊗ 1 = t¯ ⊗ 1 in S ⊗S M . Then by Lemma 1.2 of
[2], there exist m2 · · · mr ∈M s1 · · ·  sr and t1 · · ·  t2r ∈ S such that
s¯ = s1t1 t1 = t2m2
s1t2 = s2t3 t3m2 = t4m3
&&&
&&&
sr−1t2r−2 = srt2r−1 t2r−1mr = t2r
sr t2r = t¯&
If s ∈ Sz1 then by the assumption we have s1t2 ∈ Sz1 since s = s1t2m2.
Next since by the assumption s1t1 = s1t1, we have s1t2 = s2t3 and then
s = s2t3m2. Thus the scheme can be shortened. So we can assume that
s t ∈ Sz1 and also that s = es and t = et. In this case it is obvious that
s = esit2i = esi+1t2i+11 ≤ i ≤ r = t. Hence s¯ = t¯. We are done.
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(ii) Suppose that 1¯⊗m = 1¯⊗ n where mn ∈ N . If m = em, n = en,
then m = n since es = et implies that es = et. So we can assume that
m = em and n = en. Now we shall prove that if there exists a scheme over
S and M of length one adjoining s¯ x to t¯ y with m = sx, then m = ty.
So suppose that there exist s1 t1 t2 ∈ S such that s¯ = s1t1, t1x = t2y, and
s1t2 = t¯. By the assumption, s ∈ Sz1, since otherwise, m = em, which is
a contradiction. So we have s = s1t1. Of course, s1 ∈ Sz1 t1 ∈ Sz1. Since
s1t1x = s1t2y ∈ N , then by the assumption, s1t2 ∈ Sz1 and t ∈ Sz1. Hence
s1t2 = t and m= s1t1x = s1t2y = ty. By applying the result above, we can
prove that m = n. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 47. (Reduction of Type III). (i) For any idempotent e ∈ E∗, the
relation τz¯1 e¯ on S is the identity relation.
(ii) Let S be the factor semigroups S/τz1 h0 of S. Let s¯ denote the image
of s in S. Then SES is ES-distinct and the elements a¯ and b¯ of S are a minimal
non-ES-distinct pair in S.
(iii) There exists an S-biset W such that W contains S S as S-bisubset,
and
1ˆ⊗ a⊗ 1ˆ = 1ˆ⊗ a¯⊗ 1ˆ in Y ⊗S W ⊗S Y&
Proof. (i) It is obvious.
(ii) Since SES is a homomorphic image of SES , (i) is proved in the
same way as in the proof of Lemma 4(i).
(iii) By Lemma 45(ii) there exist the bijective S-map δa  Sa −→
SawaaS with δaa = awaa. By Lemma 2, we obtain the S-biset S#δaWa.
By Lemma 44(ii), Sz1wabS = h0Sz1wabS and Sbwaz1S = h0Sbwaz1S.
So by Lemma 46 (ii) and its dual we obtain the canonical injective S-map
µ  SbwabS −→ S ⊗S Wa ⊗S S bwab → b¯ ⊗ wa ⊗ b¯. Further, by apply-
ing Lemma 46(i), we have S ⊆ S ⊗S S#δaWa and hence by a left-right
dual of Lemma 4.2, we can get the canonical injective S-map λ  Sa¯
−→ S ⊗S Wa ⊗S S s¯ → 1¯ ⊗ a ⊗ 1¯. Consequently we have the S-biset
W = S#δaWa#µS ⊗S Wa ⊗S S#λS. The result follows immediately.
Proof of Proposition 2 in the Case That Ia ∪ Ib = SE∗ ∩ Sa ∪ Sb ∪
Gz1. By applying Lemma 47 to S/τz1 h0 we can reduce to the case that
Ia ∪ Ib = Sa ∪ SbE∗. Therefore Proposition 2 is proved in the same
way as used in the previous subsection. This completes the proof of the
main theorem.
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